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''A Workingman's Paradise"
The Evolution of an Unplanned Suburban Landscape
Anne E. Krulikoxuski

hi Ihe late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, land speculators laid out nvmerous unplanned suhiirhan subdhñsions in
outlying wards aj large industrial North American cities, including a gtonp of nineteen such subdivisions in hnvn Southwest
Fhihtdelphin. With few restrictions on building and land itse, individual families created businesses, dwellings, and yards to
meet their own needs; thus, these subdivisions xoere characterized hy significant variations in access to inodein sendees and in
the size, style, and quality of dwellings. Residents took gieat pnde in their neighborhoods but also valued thesuwiving
natural
landscape pieserued by undeveloped blocks and lots.

H

IS rORIANS OF SUBURBIA have tended
U) focus on the most visible manifestations
(.)f North American suburban life, variations of planned suburbs. Scholars have framed correspoudiug researc li agendas while overlooking the
forçât \ariety oí suburbs shaped by a large continent
with diverse regional geographic environments, economies, and démographie pauerns. A lillkM*xplored
example of American suburban life ouce existed in
lower Southwest Philadelphia, tlie soutliemmost section oí the cit\ west (ïf lhe Sduivlkill Ri\er (fig. i)In November 1885, ihe Philadelphia Recordcdnied
advertisements for building lots iu "Elmwood" and
"Clear-View," the first two residential tracts subAniir K, Kriilikowski is an adjunn prufcssnt* of Aiiiei iran hisi(>r\' at VVfSi t;hi.'SUT L'liivcisit)- i)f Pennsylvania.
I h c aiuhor woulil like to ihaiik ihf two annnyinoiis reviewers
for tluiir rtimmt'iits and qtiestions on (he orignal version of this
anirli'. |. Rilthie (iarrisoii. especialty, and David Schtiyler, Carol
UoliWker, and Raymond Wolters olVcrcd sii^gcsiioiis and insi^lu.s on this material, wliirh was part of I lie author's dissertaiioii,
Katherine Crier. Amy Earls, anti I^iura Johnson al Wititfríhur Pml¡tiiiii provided nitich-nccded fditiirial guidance. Ai the t'nivcrsiiy
of I)elaw"are, Angela Hoscth provided (he technoloffical expertise
neiessary to assemlilc ihe images, and Rcberca Shcppard coordinaied the work on ihe subdivi.sion maps, lracio VIeloy at Wesl
Cliesicr L'iiivtMîiity helped wilh inlerlibraiy li>ans. Rehila Eichinger
loaned (lie author the deeds (•i>nne( te<) witli a dwelling in the ImIHdvcd Mutual sulidivision. l.ois Shatih allowed ihc author to borrow a[i original (^leanicw plan in hei pos.scs.sioti given to her hy her
inotlier-iii-law. an original lot pun haser. The author owes a debt of
gratiunie to numerous oiher loniier residents of ihc Meadows who
spent Tuauy, iiiauy hours sharing their memories, family photographs, and other personal memorabilia.
© üot)H by The Mcnr^' Erancis dii Pont Winterthur Museum,
Inc. ,V11 i-ighis resened. ooH.4-<).i]()/aooS/42o.i-ooov(3tlo.oo

divided on former farmlaud in lower Southwest
Philadelphia. By World War I, land speculators operating on slK>esI ring budgets had transformed the
agriculuual landscape oi'Iong-persisiingfarm families inio uineteen luiplanned residential subdivisions contaiuiug approximately 11,500 building
lots—at least ou registeied subdivision plans (fig. 2).
By lgi^o. almost 3,000 families had purchased or
built family dwellings. Churches, schools, small retail shops, baseball fields, and fraternal halls created
a neighborhood by providiug the cominetci;U, social, aud cmc spaces that connected families to one
another.'
This suburban laudsca¡)e never was developed
completely. Years of depression aud wai' ti>gether
Philadelphia does not have clearly defined neighIiorhood
boinidaries in mosl aieas of ihe tity. A seinionicial lisi of current
and historical ncighlx»rho*«l names iuid boundaries can IK' loniKt on
[lie Ciiv of Philidelphia V\Vb siie at hlip:-''\vww.pliila.}i¡ov/PHtI5/
DO(>)/olherinfo/plaoiainc,luin, 'This list is based on that found in
KeiuK'ih I'inkcl. ed., P/iitn<iel//iii(i .Miwinac und Cilizi-m' Manual (Phil-

aiielphia: Libran Company of Philadelphia, 1995). and augmented hv
the stiilf ol thf Philadelphia (jty An hives. The almanac lLst alouc C(witains ;iç)5 naines from the early Swedish settlement lo ilie present. The
foctis area of this anide is perhaps less dclined than incvst Philadelphia
neighborhoíKis. Plie stihdivisii>ns described iiere were hiid oui in ihc
sinitheni half of today's VV'tUïi .|o. from .Si-vcnty-fonrlli Stieci south lo
the county line (appri>ximate!y Ninct\'-fourth Si reel): this area is ;i\wt
known as 'lower .'iouthwest" Philadelphia. AlmveSevcniy-founh Sin ct.
Ward 40 extends norili lo Fifty-eighth Stre.-t. Ward jo (also called
"Sonihwcsi Philadelphia" and "Soul h wesl" I isrotighly SMionvmous
with thf E^MwirK llrban tiedeveloj»meiit Proje« t .-\rca. In ihe 19.10s.
the Philadelphiki Planning Ck)nimission officially adopted the name
"EiLstwick," iii-st used in ú\c iiyjtis, by a local realtor and civic leader.
L'ntil the early inenücih century, tlie entire area of the citv wesl of
the Schtiylkill River w-as generally referred to as "West Philadelphia."
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Delaware
County
Fig. 1. City of Philadelphia showing Ea.slwick., lower Southwest Philadelphia.
(Center for Historic Architecture and Design, University of Delaware; map,
Scott Federer.)

with other factors brought building almost to a
standstill. Htmdreds of unsold lots, scattered houses
surroiuided by large gardens, and surviving tnarket,
daily, and even a few pig farms created an improl>
able semirural community within the municipal
boundaries of one ofthe largest cities in the United
States. In the t94os, this underdeveloped vicinity
caught the attention of the newly established Philadelphia City Plantiing Cotnmission, which envisioned a modern, oftíce-tower Philadelphia swept
clean of its decaying industrial economy. Within
the context of this overall vision, Southwest Philadelphia seemed the perfect location for light industry, highways, and expanded airport facilities. The
Eastwick Urban Redevelopment Ptoject of the 1960s,
the largest ever funded by the lederal government,
demolished a broad swath of this vicinity. A oncethriving neighborhood with even greater potential
was erased from the landscape of Philadelphia and

rendered invisible to the eyes of later historians. Residents of the new housing units pay little attention to
the fifty or so suiwing but scattered dwellings, which
speak of a different world that inexplicably lingers
within their own. These remnants ofthe old neighborhood offer an intrigtiing glimpse of a landscape
commonly found in many North Amctican cities—
the unplanned suburb.^
A Different Kind of Suburb
More than a centuiy ago, sociologists identified subdivisions such as those in Sotithwest Philadelphia
" For a detailed exaiiiiiiaiion of ihe developmeni of the neighborhood and tJie Easiwick Urban Redc\-<'lo[iiii£-nt IVojeci, see .\i\nc
E. Kiiilikowski. "'A Wovkiiigiiian's Paradise": Tiie Meadnu-s Nt'i^liborhood in SotUhwest Philadelphia" (PhD diss., I'nivnsitv ol t)el;nv'art-.
2<X) 1 ) .

"A Workingman\ Paradise'
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Fig. 2. Siibdivi.sions, lower SüUtbwt^siPbiladelphia. (Gunter tor Historie Arcbitecture and Design, University of Delaware; map, Scoti Fédérer.)
as a type of suburb. Unplanned suburbs generally
grew up in outlying urban wards or adjacent to the
municipal boundaries of industrial cities. Land
speculators pui ( hased farm tracts and subdivided
them into building lots. Families with modest budgets who could not afford speculatively built housing in more urbanized areas of the c'\ty—as well as
those who sought an alternative to more urbanized
ward.s—found that the lack of building codes or
poor code enforcement in these vicinities offered
them latitude to build a home and achieve some
t'conomic independence. With few restrictions on
building and land use, .such tracts evolved in a haphazai (I fashion as families frequently built their own
dwellings and often made do witJiout municipal ser\ices foi many years. Unplanned subdi\isions lacked
the aestlietic coherence of suburbs designeti by landscape architects, whose work and vision also created

a cultural ideal. Thus, many contemporary' obseiveis
and later historians did not recogni/e unplatuied
subdi\isions as "suburbs."
Historians are latecomers to submban studies.
Tlïe founding stndy initiated by Sam Bass Wiuner
in 1962 examined carefully planned subui bs lor an
upper- and middle-class market. This first geneiation of suburban histoiians generally shared the
"Indusiniil" and "fringe" are two other lenns coinnmnly usfil
tl» desígnale iinp1:iiint-d siibiiiban rtewlftpmcTit. .Adna \V<-biT, Tlie
Cnnuth of Cities it. Ihr Xntrtiriilli Cnituiy (New Yoi-k: Maciiiillati. 18(19);
Ci|-dham R. Taylor, SutelliW Cities: .\ Sliuly <>/ hiduslrmi SntmH>s (Nciv
York: Applfton 1913); Harlan Paul Douglass, ThrSubur/ian Tinid
(New'Vork: OnUiiy. 1925); Chauncey D. Harris, "Suburbs, " .-l/ncrimnJmir7iiiJofSoniihffi.\().u(t. 1 (July H|.J5): I - I ; Í ; tienne« lierffcr,
Woii<iti¡r í./fíti Si.imiii: A Stinly of Aula W'inkfn iii .Sii!nir/)i'i (Ik'ikeiey:
Linivf!-sit\ (ifCaliloriiia Press, KJIJO): Hcrlx'rt (¡iins, Thr I^nllinvuns
(New Yi»rk: Vintage, i()()7); ScuU Donaldson. Tlu-Sitinuiían Myth
(\ew York; tlolumbia Univei-sity Press.
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cultiiial attitudes of post-World War II critics of
con temporal") suburbanization and were motivated
to understand the origins of suburban development. Looking back to the mid-nineteenth centuf), these historians also accepted the work and
ideas of landscape designers and architects such as
Andrew Jackson Downing. Alexander Jackson Davis,
and Frederick Law Olmsted as t)'pii)ing American
suburban development. Thus, historians focused
on the work of these men and the suburbs that exhibited the aesthetic and cultural values these professionals advocated. Studied suburbs have been
located primarily in the industrial Northeast and
Midwest of the United States. Tracing suburban
development along important streetcar, trolley, and
railroad lines, most fii*st-genei"ation historians focused on the period between tlie Ci\il War and the
lgaos, when those transportation technologies saw
peak use. The 1920s automobile suburbs laid the
basis for the suburban sprawl of the post-World
War II era. Kenneth Jackson and Robert Fishman,
two historians who attempted to provide a broader
picture of suburban development, initiated a debate regarding the nature of post-World War II
residential development, but studies generally focused on individual suburbs at a particular lime in
their developmen t—usually the period of thei r cveation and very early existence.*
This made sense. Well-known landscape designers and architects fashioned suburbs as works of art,
imposing a unified landscape aesthetic and carefully regulating building and land use. Their achievements were orderly and peaceful neighborhoods
that encompassed large dwellings in identifiable
styles surrounded by spacious yards with trees. As a
testament to careful planning and maintenance,
Riverade, Forest Hills, Llewellyn Park, Chestnut Hill,
and many otliers still exist as leafy and protected residential environments. They can be visited, photographed, and studied. Architects and planners kept
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detailed records of their projects, which were also
written about in architecttnal and planning jotiinals. The scholarly foctis on design, architecture,
planning, and the dissemination of tultural values
was shaped by this documentation as well as by the
stiburban artifacts themselves.
Laying claim to a "new" suburban history, a second generation of suburban historians has assertively redirected the focus of suburban studies. In
something of a manifesto for research, Kevin Kruse
and Thomas Sugrue have argtied that the "suburban ascendancy" of the post-World War 11 era is the
properfocus for stiburban studies. Knise and Sugnie
emphasize that suburbs became home to the majority of Americans between 1945 and 1990, which
made the suburbs the most prominent (and most
politically powcriul) landscape during the second
half of the twentieth centtiry. Even more important,
recent scholars have found suburbia to be complicated by a diverse poptUation in terms of class and
race, factoi-s not recognized by previous historians
who accepted the crilicisins of postwar culttiral critics that stibtnbs were homogeneotis and ciinformist. New subtirban historians have posed provocative
qtiestions about the post-World War II metropolitan political economy to examine the growth
and impact of conservatism on American politics
and culture. Their central foctis on the origins of
present-day consewative politics, however, limits
their perspective (primarily) to the second half of
the twentieth centur)' and to regions of the cotmtry
in which the political Right is especially visible t o
day: mainly the South and California, as well as the
Midwest. Like earlier suburban historians, newsuburbanists have also chosen to focus on a very visible
manifestation of the American stiburban expeiience,
one that tends to reinforce the perception that the
suburbs happened mainly after World War IL '

" Kevin M. Kiaise and Thomas J. Sugrue, "Introduction." in
TlieNno Suburban History, ed, Kevin M. KniseandThoma-s|. Siigrue
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, ïoon). i - i o . For fiirihcr
' Sam Bass Warner's Stiretfar Suhurbs: The ¡^ocess of Grmuth iv
disciLssion of the distinctions between \\w fii-st-gencration suburban
Bastón. iSyo-ttjoo
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
h istoryanci the new suburban h is tory, see I he following rcvi(?w<rssays:
1962) was the landmark study of American siilnirban history'. See
also Kenneiii Jackstin, Cntf>gr(is.s Frmitier: The Suburbmiizaliori »filie |ames t.. Wunsch, "The Suburban Cliche."yíiiírnrt/(f/"LSViart///;,sí(»n'2S,
no, 1^ (Spring 1995): f>4;'}-f)i^; .Amanda I, Selignian, "nif New Sul>
United Slfiífs (NewYork: Oxford Univei'siiy Press, loHr,); Rciberl
Fistiman. Bourgeois Utojnas: The Rvie and Fall of Suburltin (New York: urban HmnY\."Jo\mialofHai}iiing!iisl(nyi,. no. j (November a(K>4):
Basic, iç)H7);John R. Slilgoe, Bordertmid: Oripns af Ow Amerimn Sttburb, g i a - ' j ^ ; and Matthew 1). Lassiter, ' T h e New Suhurban Historv' II:
Political fUilturt- and Metropolitan Sp-Ace." Jounial of Pliinnirig Hi.stíi2o-i<^jc (New Haven. CT: Yale Universit)' Press, 1988). F.xamples
tmy 4, no. 1 (Febniaiy 2005): 7.r,-S8. Several examples of the tu-w
of studies of specific planned suburbs that accept bot}i u-aii spoliation
stiburban histon: Lisa McGiiT, .VÍÍAÍÍÍAÍ/H Wairion: Tlw OrigiiiMif llif Nñv
technolog)'and the "suburban ideal" as critical factors in defining
Anu^imn Higlil (I'linccton, Nj: Ptincelon University Press, ÜIK.H):
suburbs are Cai'oi O'Oiniior, A Smi of Viojnn: SmrMifite, iStji-igSi
Becky Nicolai(ies. My ¡Hue Hmvert: Life ami Politirs in tlw Wwhing-CUi.ss
(Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 19S3); Michael Ebner, Creating Ckimgo's
SnJiuifis of Las Angeles. ¡Í)2O-IÍ)6'J (Chicago: University of Chicag<i
North Shory (Chk-Ago: Univei-sity of Chicago Press, 1988); and David
Contosta. Sidmrli in tite City: C/wstnut Hill. Philadelphia. iS'yO-itjijn Press, IÍ002): Robert Í). Self, AmMcnn ¡ifdrylm: Raie and the Stnig^ffoi
Ptahixir Oakhmd (Piincelon, Nj: Princelou t.'nivci-sity Press, yooi^):
(CohuTibiis: Ohio State Üniversit\' I'rcss, 199;;). Margaret Mai-sh's
and Matthew D. Lassiter. Thf Silent Maprily: Sttlmiixin Politics in the
Suburiinn Lives (New Brunswick. N|: RiitgL-rs L'nivtn-sity Press, 1990)
Sunhell South (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, «007).
includes a broader socioeconomic sample of planned suburbs.

"Á Wurkingman's Paradise'

Individual case studies ofuuplannt'd suburbs,
like those in Soulhwest Philadelphia, wiih a significant history before World War II offer the opportunit)' to anive at a more comprehensive understanding
oí' N<ïrtli AiTieiican suburban development. Several
historians and geographers have provided careful
studies demonstrating the importance and variety
oiunj:)ianned suburbs in North America. In his work
on unplanned African American suburbs, Andrew
Wiese ha.s .shown Ihat tlie suburban ideal was not
limited to white Americans. Wiese has analyzed a
variety of African American suburbs in different
geographical regions of the coimtiy in which residents pmsiu'd their own vision of a suburban house
and neighborhood over the course of the twentieth
centuiy.'' Geographer Richard Harris has done the
most work on unplanned, largely self-built suburbs
and has developed new perspectives and methods
for studying such landscapes. On the basis of hi.s extensive study of Toronto's unplanned suburbs and
several similar areas in the United States, Harris ha.s
coiuhided that such .subiubs, largely inhabited by
the industrial working class, weie common landscapes before World War II, possibly more pre\'alen t
than planned suburbs. He has also suggested that it
was belore Wtirld War II when they most differed
from jîlanned suburbs.' Southwest Philadelphia subdivisions also offer some intriguing \ariations to
Harris's findings for suburban Toronto, a city that,
like Philacielphia, took pride in being a "city of
homes." Tracing the creation and evolution of the
lower Southwest Philadelphia subdivisions provides
insight about suburban development within mnnicipal boundaries, the identity and activities of subdi\idei>i, the ways in which registered subdivision plans
(ilfïered from those of planned suburbs, the types of
financing anangemenLs available to lot purchasers
aud house builders, the quality of self-built dwellings.
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and the many ways in which residents themselves
shaped the landscape and created neighborhoods.
"Vou Cannot Lose Money": Land Speculation
and Subdivision
1 he particular gi oup of investors who created the
Southwest Philadelphia subdivisions, tlie timing
and location of their activities, their limited budget,
and thei)- financial goals fletermined botli tlie quality of the iniual subdivision and the character of future development. Souihwest Philadelphia was iirst
subdivided during a period of frantic land speculation that occurred throughout the metropolitan
region and t Isewhere in the countiy from the mid1880s to the onset of the 1H93 dei)ression and thereafter in short bursts until Workl War I. This fever
hastened the conversion of farmland in and surrounding the city to residential, commercial, and
industrial uses by subdividing the parcels into
more marketable commodities: building lots.** The
number of lots coming onto the market during
this period oï speculation exce(?ded the demand
from futui e home iiuildei"s and very sinall-S4 ale speculatoi"s invesiing in one oi a few lots, so iliai many in
Southwest Philadelphia {aiul throughout the metropolitan region) lemained imsold. Investoi? sold as
many lots as ihey c ould and then disappeared. Home
builders were left to construct dwellings haphazardly
among hundreds of unsold and unused lots. Civic
associations would have to lobby utilitv' companies
and citv' hall for seiTices. Eventually, thousands of
unclaimed, unused, and untaxable lots would be
regarded as .i drain on municipal finances. On the
plus side, the rapid conversion of farmland into
inexpensive building lots made the dream of a family dwelling sun ounded by a plot of grotmd a reality for the growing population of native-born and
immigrant v^orking-class families.

In the late nineteenth centuiy, the ('ity of Phil. Plaips ojTImrOwn: AJrirrm Ammrmi Sii/mrbanization in liieTuientirth Ontury (Chicago: t-Iniveraiyof fIhicago Pr ess,
adelphia offered tremendous opporttmities for land
2004).
development and even more for irresponsible land
Ricliaiï! Harris, Unplanned Svburbs: Toronto's American Tragrdt,
¡t)ooln /9Sf>(R;illiin(ire:JdhnsHopkin-iUniversity Prfus, 199)1). ami
miuiv ol his iiriit 1rs. iticliidinn ilu- fnllimiiifr: "/ViiuTicrtn Suburbs: A
" Honur-Seekeri Subdivision Plan. Seventh Sui-vey District OlSketch (if ;i New \Mv\'\nL-lAÚur\." jounitd oj I'than Hhlnry 1 r, (1988): fice, Depariment of Streets, ('iiyof Philadelphia. The fiscal stresses
()S-i(i;i, •Wdrkiiig-CkLss Home Ownership iti llie American Meir<iolilie H)3os en<otir.ifred numerous siudies ol the lon^-range cunpolis." Jminiiil (ij Ihimii Hi\lrity 17, no. i (November lytjo): 4(7-fit),
seqnences to .\iiierican ciiies of rapid speculative land (onvei-sion.
See Thomas Adams, "The Conirol of l^ind Subdivision." in Thf
t'liplaniu-d Blue-Oillar Sulnirb in Its Heyday. I<)IK)-I[)4<)," in
(i»ifpyi¡iii/iiil S/irip.sfmL'i of ,\inih Amrrirn, ed. Donald G, Janelle (New Dniigri of Rfsideiitinl Arem (Cambridge. MA: Hatvard Universil\Press, I93,(),ch;ip. 4; Philip H. Comick. í'renuilureSubiih^iúoniina¡i\
"lork: (iuilfnrd, it(t)2): <)4-i)7. und "(ihicago's Oüier Suburbs," i>«Omseqiimres (NewVork: f^olumbia Univei^iiv Ptess, 1938); Kdniuncl
fpiifi/iirtil f{n'ifwH.^.¡n>. .^ (October i9()4): ;(ç),|-.iio. Sec also Rirhíird
H»iris;iiid IVlei J, I.arkhani.eds., ('.htirifpngSufiurín:I-oinitlfil¿o?i, Fnnn Bacon. "A Diagtiosis and Suggested Tnaunent of ati L'rbiin ("omtiiuniiy's l,and Problem," ¡ouniftlnfl.midnud J^nblit Cidtiy i.ci-ntimii'i
fiíidl-'niiiliou (t.oiiflon: t', it F \ Spoil. 1 ()<)<(). An imporlaiil group of
t(i, no. I (Febni,ir.' 19,(0): 71Í-H8, Baron, by ihal lime head of ihe
t's.saysexamiuiugunpl.inned;iiid industrial sul)urbs can be found in
Roliert I.ev\is. rd., Momifiuhtnn^Siil>itii>\: Huilding Work /inriHiniwon Philadelphia C;it' Planning Oitmnission. estimated that there were
abouL ;jo tiiillion raciuil lois in American cities.
//(/'A/í'/r"/Wí/i'íH/''mí^í'(Pliiladt'[pliia:'reinpk' t'nivci'sity Press, Ü(H)4).
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speculation. The Annexation Act of 1854 had
brought the entire 129 square miles of Philadelphia
Count)'—including the two townships west of the
Schuylkill River—under the jurisdiction of the municipal government. As late as 1880,just prior to the
great land boom, the urbanized area of Philadelphia (the Center City business district and surrounding wards encompassing commercial, industrial, and
residential use) covered only about sixteen square
miles. Aside from scattered mill and industrial sites,
most of the "cit\'" was active faimland. With recognition to the variet)- of land use within the municipal
boundaries, a three-tier tax rate was established:
farm, suburban, and c\xx. In the lHHos and i8gos,
the amount of farmland was rapidly reduced as
numerous farm tracts in outlying wards were subdi\'ided into building lots and were revalued at suburban rates. '
Philadelphia newspapers recorded escalating
real estate acti\it\\ The constniction and sale of tens
of thousands of dwellings built in the wards adjacent
to Center City during the 1880s certainly contributed to the growing prominence of real estate matters in Philadelphia papers. The bulk of expanded
coverage, bowever, was due to the even greaier number of building lots offered for sale in outKing cit)'
wards, adjacent counties, and even farther afield.
Speculation in Philadelphia was part of a national
land spree. Cottage lots in Newjersey beach towns,
subdi\isions in Florida, and investment lots in the
Dakota and Washington Terriiories were offered to
optimistic Philadelphia speculators. One Chicago
land company warned Philadelphians, "At tlie rate
they have been going, the Public Domains will all be
gone in 5 yeai"s."^"
Closer to home, Philadelphia residents could
ñnd investment opportunities in almost every section of the city. When the Pennsylvania Railroad
extended its Germantown line farther westward to
Chestnut Hill, a real e.staie boom hii thalsection of
the city. "The whole of Germantown is for sale,"
reported a resident in the spring of 1887. Property'
•'The Aniiexaiion Act itself was partly a speculalivt veiUiuc
supported by large West Philadelphia hindholders who hoped lo
increiise ihf valuf of land they wanted to sell. The Phitadelphin
Record (hereafUT PR) reported details on lax lales four times each
year. For more discussion of the change in land use and the demise
of farming wilhin llie city, see Anne Knilikowski, '"Farms Don'l
Pay': The Transformation of ilie Philadelphia Metropolitan Landscape, 1880-1930," Pennsylvania History 72, no. 2 (Spring 2003):
194-227,
'° "Philadelphia Is Fast Growing," Sunday Press, A.\>ñ\ 6, 1890,
I ; "Free Homes."/"ß, April 14, 18S8. Unless a page number is given,
all Pfi citations refer lo advertisements on the real esute page(s)
from tJie dales cited.

values in the Germantown and Chestnul Hill areas
doubled and even trebled in jtist one year, with the
effect tliat "nearly every one who has any land ujjon
which dwellings are not already erected is offering it
for sale." Company executive Heniy Hotiston had
con\inced the Pennsylvania Railroad to extend service to Chestnut Hill because he had purchased
3,000 acres there on which to create a suburb. Together, he and architects G. W. and \V. D. Hewitt designed a resort hotel, a country club, a cricket club,
and an Episcopal church as civic anchors for the future community. Despite the importance of such
features to well-planned suburbs, Robert Fishman
perceptively noted in his own discussion (ifChestniu
Hill lhat the "distinguishing" mark of such suburbs
was not the presence of individtial public buildings
or the style and quality of private dwellings btit
the landscape considered as a unified whole: "the
pattern of tree shaded streets, broad open lawns,
substantial houses set back from the sidewalks."
Houston intended to profit, but he had the eco
nomic resources to purchase well-situated land and
hire established architects to carefully lay out his
subtirb. For Houston, this was a solid investment
rather than a speculative venture.
In contrast, speculators whose acti\ities were
paced to take advantage of the land frenz)' subdi\ided farms in Southwest Philadelphia. As the level
of speculation increased by the mid-i88os, even otitlying wards without transportation were regarded
as possible opportunities for profitable speculation.
Here, pure speculation rather than unified landscape design or solid investment defined the scope
of acti\ity. One group of speculators active in Southwest Philadelphia issued the same warning found in
many such advertisements: "DON'T COME [N AND CÍO
o u r OF THIS HKi WORLD WITHOUT OWNING A PART

OF IT."^ ' Wien these men purchased the Ei-wig family farm and created the Elmwood subdi\ision plan,
no ciUAJng lanes or parks decreased tht' tolal ntiniber of 50-by-i00-foot building lots the suweyor was
able to cai-ve into this plot of land (fig. 3). This subdivision "plan" did not represent an attempt to
create a lasting community through careful design:
each numbered lot represented one increment tt)ward the total profit these men hoped to gain from
their specuIaUve venture. These investors were lucky
enough to purcliase a farm on Tinicum Avenue (see
fig. 2, center right), which was one of the two main
thoroughfares in lower Southwest Philadelphia.
" "Gennantown for Sale," PR. April af,, 1887, 1; Fishman,
Bourgeois Utopias, 145—46.

'^ "Clear-View," PR. May 15, i88(i.
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Adjacent farm properties and Church Creek {see
fig. 2, right) surrounded most ofthe subdivision.
The sitrveyor was clearly instructed to create as
many lots as possible. After working out the many
regular blocks, he then drew oddly shaped lots on
the tiiuges where he was forced to accommodate
the physical landscape. Another choice would have
been to create a buffer zone, but this would have
reduced the potential number of lots for sale.
Most individuals who hoped to profit from converting farmland to building loLs should properly
be classified as "subdixiders" rather than developers
like Henry Houston. The term indicates the general extent of their actnities: they raised capital,
purchased farms in outlying Philadelphia wards,
registered a subdivision plan with the city, and proceeded to advertise building lots in Philadelphia
newspapers. A few acted independently, but most
formed temporary business partnerships usually
called "land associations" or "latid companies." Tlie
very temporaiy life span of these business partnerships, which left almost no documentation of Lheir
activities, indicates the purely speculative, profitdriven nature of much ofthe land-conversion activity. After the usual closing-oLit sales (which did
not mean that all the lots were sold). the busitiess
partnership was ended, and an association or land
company no longer advertised or sold bitilding lots.
.Association members sought new opportunities,
sometimes forming new partnerships with former
competitors. "
Before the land boom, these men had pursued
a variety of occupatious, inclitding cigar store proprietor, artificial iimb maker, and ot gan maker assistant. A few were local residents who must have
observ^ed successful building lot sales in the local
vicinity. John Phillips, manager ofthe Sitffolk Park
Race Track on Island Road (which, along with two
taverns, was the only nonagricultural business in
the vicinity), probably saw enough sales iti the three
earliest subdivisions to motivate him to pay $ 15,500
for the eighty-twoacre racetrack site in 1886. He
and two partners formed the dietbouig Park Real
Estate Company, subdivided the site, and began selling building lots in a tract they named Cherboutg
''^ Many of these organizations called themselves "associations"
rallier than companies and used the rhetoric of workingmen's cooperati\r associations, )jiii they were laTid companies as defined by
Alcxiuider von Hoirman—"groups of sharelioldci-s who came together for a paiiicnlar development projeci"—in •'Weii\ing the Urban Fahric: Nineteenih-Centiirx' Paitern.s of Residential Real Estate
Development in Oiiier Roaion." fmima! of Ihimn Hi.\f(ny 22, no. 2
( JanuaiT.- 199ti): 215. See also /\Jt'xander von Hofiman. Local Atlachmenty. TlwMnkingof an American Urban Neighhmhnod. tS^oto
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Llnivereity Press, i<ti)4)-
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Park. As competition to sell building lots incteased.
subdivision advertisetnents often lan the length of
one or two full newspaper columns. Cherboitrg Park
investors wet e more restrained. In fact, their ads are
almost startlingly brief. Pet haps to tnake up for their
bare-bones text, these advertisers weie among the
earliest to include an "eye-catching" illustration in
the Philadelphia Record (fig. 4). As competition increased, illustrations becatne another sttategy to
draw readers' attention to advertisements. They were
tTiost commonly employed by corporate subdividers,
however, and weie not usually included in advertisements directed to a very modest housing market.
One local farmer also got iti on the action.
Irishman Bernard Owens owned a farm at thejituction of Island Road and Tinicum Avenue and in
1880 was successfvtl enotigh to emplov the four
farmhands who boat ded itt his household. Several
years later, Owens purchased two nearby farms anrl
created the Homeseekets and Ore hard Park sul>divisions. In common \s\\\\ tnatiy other speculatots
in this neighborhood, he had already achieved the
moderate level of success that enabled him to accumulate or borrow a correspotidingly ntoderate
amount of capital. Apparently of an entrepreneurial bent, he took a tisk that seems to have paid off:
by the turn ofthe century he had ttansformed his
own farm into a popular racetrack and hotel.
The brief btU e\idendy successful real estate and
"building" cat eer of George Laycock, subdivider of
the Suffolk Park and We,st Suffolk Park tracts in
lower Southwest tiiost clearly indicates that Southwest building lots wete a specttlative ventttre for
men with limited capital who anticipated selling to
even smaller-scale investors speculating Íti individual building lots or to those planning to build tuodest homes. Over the coutse of alntost a decade.
Laycock iuvested in several differetit ventures,
which he regularly publicized in lengthy and detailed advertisements, leavitig the most itiformative record of his activities than any other lowet
' All information abom lower Southwest speciilalors and subdivisions was obtained from city directories; manuscript censuses;
real estaie advertisements and property' transfer, building petmil.
and various real estate columns and featmes repoiled in I'biiadelphia newspajK^rs (primarily PR): atlases; and llie firsl ivvo Sant>t)rn maps (Sanborn Map Qwnpany fire insurance maps, 1(127 and
1 çifi I ) of the area, Subdi\ision plans for most of ihe lower Sourhwesl
subdivisions are on file with tbe Bureau of StreeLs, Tenth Disliict. /\
copv of an original Clearview subdivision plan, made from an original in the possession of former resident Lois Shaub, has lieen added
to ihis collection. Several olher phuis are Works Progress Administration (WTA) tracings, which include the lots only and omit all
other infonnation that would have appeared on the original plans.
According to infonnation recxirded by maps and aliases, several WPA
tracings are misidentified.
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Southwest speculator. He first appeared in Southwcai in the 1860 census as thf fifteen-year-old soti
of an English immigrant stonecutter; twenty years
later he was d horse dealer who also owned a livery
Stahle in tht borough of West Philadelphia. .After
a post-Centennial slump. West Philadelphia hecame one oí the fastest developing areas oi the cit)'.
Perhaps I^ycock's liveiy stähle brought news his
way, for he jtimped into the land boom in its carlii'st
stage, hoping to amass qnick wealth. He repeatedly
exhorted potential building lot purchasers to emulate John Jacob Asioi, but Laycock himself clearly
yearned for ihe financier's great real estate success:
"The great iiulk of the wealth of John Jacob .Vstor
was acquireil by investing in Building Lois on the
outskirts of NewYork City ... who nevertheless lived
to see a com)jaratively small in\'estment within a few
years grow tc' a sum so fabuli)u,s that conipat ed witli
which the wealth of Midas was but a feather on the
ocean."'-''
Laycock participated in the boom iti e\ei-\ way
he could: in Southwest, he subdivicied two tracts
himself, pun hased groups of lots in other local subdivisions thiit he ofTered for .sale, and putchascd
fanns that he resold to other speculators for subdivision; elsewhere in West Philadelphia, he finaticed
projects of speculative housing, oflered cotiimercial
properties for sale, and handled rental properties
for owners. His acti\ities extended tn adjacent counties, where he purchased fanns for resale to fanners.
He seems to have begun his real estate activities in
the early 1880s, when he was possibly the first speculator to pun hase Southwest fanns, buying two iu
the most desirable location, near thejunction of the
two tnaiii roads through the area. The suc( t-ss of his
business activities can be inferred from details thai
appear in his advertisements. Like the more successful investors and realtors, he had a Center City
office, was thefii-stPhiladelphia realtor to list a telephone number in the Record, and was the first to advertise a branch office. He engaged in a fIuri-\ of t-eal
estate activity until 1889. In that year, he notified
the public that he was ready to retire from the real
estate business.
Laycock's limited speculative activities in lower
Southwest Philadelphia—purchasing farms and
marketing building lots to the public—reflect his
knowledgeablejudgment that this locality held the
promise of only limited profit. He was an apparently
successful sptculatorwhoitndertookarangetti real
estate ventures in three different areas of the cify
' ' "Suffolk Building LOLS. ayih Ward." PR. May 1. iH8(i.
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west of the Schuylkill River. A comparison of these
various endeavors shows that he had (or could raise)
funds to speculate in substantial projects and that he
understood the gradations of the housing and real
estate market. During the same years in which he
subdivided and sold his two lower Southwest subdivisions, he financed the building of three groups
of speculatively built dwellings—about seventyfive houses at thiee different levels in the housing
market—all of which must have required a substantial investment or the ability to acquire substantial
credit. He provided detailed and lengthy advertisements describing variations in the architectural style
anddetails. in the number ofrooms and floor plans,
and in the level of interior finish and workmanship;
the presence or absence of porches, yards, sidewalks, and trees; and details about the surrounding
neighborhoods for these three different projects.
The priciest dwellings were located on a nine-acre
property he had purchased in the borough of West
Philadelphia {possibly during the land slump following the Centennial) : these thirty dwellings were "situated immediately opposite boat houses on Schuylkill,
combining a grand panorama in front, overlooking
city to the east and extensive and varied view of the
Park to the west." They ranged from $5,500 to
$12,000 for initial sales, which mnst have been successful, for he soon increased the range by $3,000.
The two other building projects were located in
upper Southwest Philadelphia, an area in which
blocks of low and semidetached houses of various
sizes were being constnicted. Laycock's projects
included two groups of semidetached dwellings in
different locations, with marked differences in size,
amenities, and price.
Laycock identified himself as a builder in his
house advertisements, btit his background provides
no evidence that he had any experience in the
building trades. More likely, he was what one writer
in thf Sunday Press described as a new kind of
"shrewd businessman." The profits to be made
from the increasing construction activity of the
i88os had encouraged investors to contract with
builders for groups of houses, which the investor
then sold to home buyers or to those desiring to invest in rental properties. During the 1880s, the construction of inexpensive homes was so profitable
that several "builders" (i.e., investors) who were in
"' "Geo. Laycock, Orner," PR, Sepiember 11, i88(r. "For Sale,
Wesi Philadelphia," PR, October i6, 1HS6; "A Big Rise in West
Philadelphia Und." P/í,Apnl 1, 18()(j;"lí;ipidTransit," Pfí. March 26,
1887; and "Bt:autiíii! Suburbin Homes," PR, April 2;^, 1887. Mareh
notes lliat hoiLses in tipper-middle- and tipper-class O\erbrook Fanns
generally ranged between S7.ooo;uid Si!^-0(-io {Sulmriian Lives, 94).
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the business fewer than ten years retired as millionaires. Laycock was probably one of these "shrewd
businessmen" who invested in the increasing profits to be gained from residential construction. This
seems to have been mucb more profitable for him
than the lower Southwest building lots. His comparatively modest activities in lower Southwest indicate the judgment of a knowledgeable investor
that lower Southwest offered limited opportunity
for profit. Overall, he operated on a larger and
seemingly more successful scale than any other
lower Southwest speculator about whom information has been obtained, but he was, like the others,
a temporaiy speculator who hoped to benefit financially from the land boom.
Only one subdivider operating in lower Southwest Philadelphia was more than a tempoiaiy land
speculator: )ohn Scott, the self^Jescribed "one-man
power" behind the Clearview subdivision, one of
the earliest in the \icinit\\ His venture in lower Southwest was only one in a longtime career in conveyancing and real estate. Real estate seems to have been a
Scott familv profession: Scott's brother, with whom
he shared his Center City office, created several
subdi\isions in adjacent Delaware County. Scott
himself also subdi\ided several other tnicis in Philadelphia and adjacent Bucks County, including one
near the popular Willow Grove Trolley Park. His
subdivision plan tor "the Town of Cle;u-View" and
his response to the needs of early subdivision residents were unique in Southwest (fig. 5). Overall,
there is not much to distinguish the CUearview plan
from that of Elmwood. There are, however, a few
details that reveal that Scott was less a speculator—
although he certainly hoped to profit from Un
sales—and perhaps a bit of a "communit)- builder,"
in the words of Marc Weiss.'^ As in Elmwood,
blocks and lots are regularly repeated except where
' ' "Philadelphia Is Fust tiiowing," Sumlfiy ¡'ii'ss, April (i. 1890, 1.
'" The names "Clear-View" and "Home-Seekers" evolved into
"Clearview" and "Homeseekers" by lyao. To eliminate any cotiftision for readers, the stiMi\ision will be designated as "Clearview"
and "Homeseekers" throughout this article. The original names
"Clear-View" and "Home-Seekers" will be used only in quoialions
and when referiing lo official subdivision plan names. The cRicial
work on ihe development of the modern real estate profession is
Marc A. Weiss's Thi^ Rise of the Ommiinily liuiUl^i.s: Tlu- .Xnuriran Heal
EUatc ¡mhtslry and Ihhav Land Pltniiimg (New York: Clolnmbia tlnivei^sity Press, 1987). Several larger sttidies ol particular localities include deiiiiled ttisctissions of siibdi\ision and real estate practices.
The following have been especially perliiieiu to my own research:
,'\nn Diirkin Keating. BiiiUling Chiiago: Sidiuihun l)n'eh}>e>^ and Ihr
Création of a Divided MatmpoUi ((xdtimbus: <.)hio Slate Liniveisily
Press. 1988), esp, chap. 4: Michael t>oucet and John Weaver, Housing
llw Norlli Ammran City (Montreal: McCill-Qiieen's Universit>' Press,
1991), esp. chaps. 1 and 2: and von Hottinan. "Weaving the Urban
F~abric" and I.orni AtUu-hmenh. esp. chap. 2.
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surrounding farms and Darby Creek forced the surveyor to create oddly sized lots. Here, though, Scott
reserved two full blocks for a "grove," a feature not
found in any other lower Southwest stibdivision.
Significandy, he called his subdivision "the Town of
Clear-View," emphasizing the future community
that would be established. The emphasis on community and his attempt to plan for it by providing
the suburban amenity of community space for future residents distinguishes the Clearviewplan from
all the other tracts in the vicinity. Scott does not
seem to have had more capital than the other speculators, so he offered only one "suburban" amenity
and a brief phrase on the plan that suggested a future community. These two features also indicate
that even a siibdivider operating on limited budget
underetood some of the cultural values oí plamied
subdivisions, which might be why he so frequently
compared Clearview to Bryn Mawr on the Main
Line.

"Where the cows were grazing yesterday": The
No-Frills Subdivision Plan
Subdivision plans provide ample evidence that lower
Sotitliwest subdivisions were in fact "unplanned"
suburbs. This is not the contradiction it might at
first seem to be. In the city of Philadelphia, speculators hired a surveyor to lay out streets and numbered building lots on tlie former fann tract; this
plan was then registered with the city to record the
change in land use. Once surveyors drew up a subdivision plan in line mth the goals ofthe tract landowners, sellers advertised lots for sale. For planned
subdivisions, both the plan and the advertisements
placed individual building lots within a physical context of amenities and improvements, which added
greater economic and emotional value to the plot of
gi"ound. In contrast, infonTiation included in Southwest subdivision plans and advertisements—and,
just as importantly, the features not included—
suggest that, despite some f loweiy descriptions, speculators provided little more than building lots for
sale.
Building lot advertisements, when considered
along with subdi\ision plans, are an essential source
of information about the initial development of
these subdivisions, both in terms of what exactly was
being sold and to whom it was being marketed.
True, speculators apparently had no problem filling up newspaper space—even one or more full
columns—with fanciful language and exaggerated
claims. Despite much fairy-tale phrasing, though,
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advertisements do provide accurate information
about lot ntunbers and sizes, lot values, amenities
(i.e., the lack thereof), and the rate of lot sales and
home building in each subdivision. The context of
individual adv ertisements provides one key to deciphering false claims and identifying significant information. Hopeftil lot purchasers would have read
advertisements foi" lower Southwest subdivisions
within the context of all the other ads found on
the real estate pages. Thisjtixtaposidon invited and
indeed emphasized comparisons. The revelatoiy
honesty of lower Southwest subdividers is much
more striking than their rather obvious embellishments. It was meant to be so. If advertisers were lo
profit, they had to reach the appropriate market
for the lots they were selling. Attempts to grossly
mislead potential lot buyers would have been ineffective anyway: organized site excursions allowed
prospective purchasers to view lots and the general
landscape before signing a contract.
Furthermore, Southwest subdividers were competing with one another for sales, but more significantly they were in a .sense working together in
a larger competition against spectilators active in
other cit) wards. Tliese speculators had to convince
prospective lot buyers that the lower Sontliwcst section of Philadelphia was the best location to build a
home in the city. Thtis, subdivision ads frequently
provided information about neighboring tracts
and the general vicinity, corroborating information found in ads run by local competitors. Within
their original context, then, subdivision advertisements yield much accurate information about
these unplaiuied subdivisions.
Most instructively. Southwest subdivision advertisements at their most ñowery and boastful fall shon
of those nin by coiporate developers, which fall into
the middle tier of suburban subdivision activities
during this era. To compare Southwest subdivisions
to ihe relatively few North American suburbs as well
planned as Philadelphia's Chestntit Hill and Overbrook Farms, the upper tier of planned stiburban
development, would be meaningless. Scott did frequently compare his Clearview subdivisions to liiyn
Mawr on tlie Main Line, but, as shown below, his
description of Clearview "amenities" emphasized
that his subdivision was in no respect similar to Bryn
Mawr. Instead, the suburbs created by corporations
like the Pennsylvania Railroad and Wood, Harmon,
and Company, a business that described itself as
the largest suburban developer in the world, represented a level of suburban devclopmcni ihat can
be contrasted usefully witii the Southwest subdivisions to demonstrate just how unplanned the latter
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were. Wellorgani/.ed and well-financed corporations like "ihe Road" and Wood, Harmon, anci
(Company generally assembled huge tracts adjacent
U) ihe city. This was suburban investment on avery
large scale: corporate developers often advertised
between 3,000 and 5,000 building lots in one subdi\ision. The carefully designed community landscape suih as that of ChesUiut Hill described by
Robett Fishman was not the goal here. These corporations did, howi'ver. offer to a middle-class and
even skilled woi king-class market building lois atcommodating relatively spacious yards and set within
a physical context of paved streets and sidewalks,
sewerage, electric street lighting, public transpoitation to Philadelphia, and sometimes even a park
or two. Such a comparison more conclusively designates lower Southwest subdivisions as "unplanned"
lîecatise they lacked even basic utilities that were
lïfcoining coninuíu in metropolitan areiis. Tracing
liuilding and "improvement" activity over the t\pical two- to three-year span of advertisements for
fach subdivision makes this contrast e\ident. '

Like most spectilators and developers operating
at this time Southwest subdi\i(lers offered "cozy
home sites" and "flower garden lots," rather than
mere building lots for sale. They emphasized the
seminnal landscape and its advantages over congested urban living conditions, offering amenities
such as the space to garden and keep a few hens for
eggs. The most descriptive in this \ein \vere John
Scott's Clearview advertisements. Remember that
Scott was the oiu' Southwest invi'.stor whose career
and real estale activities tell somewhere between
speculation and development. His advertisements
offered for purchase the chant e to live in the fiunro
community, "tlie Tt)wn of Clear-\'iew." Perhaps alst)
significant is the fact that he w<\s (he lone Soutliwest
subdivider who never addressed specific tt>uieinporary issues facing the workingmt n ol Philadelphia
or sold building lots as a practical aid to ofïset these
prtïblems. St ott seems to have bet-n caught up in his
own \ision ofthe community he was imaglnitig; in a
limited way, as will be shown below, he did contribute to making that \isit>n a reality.

Speculators created and registered subdivision
plans before writing and placing building lot adveilis<'nu'nts in Philadelphia news)^apers, but a brief
discussion ol the advertisements should come before an analysis of the plans. In a sense, the ideas
and inibrniation expressed in the advertiseinents
preceded tlxe plans themselves because the sites
were chosen and surveyed with a specific buying
market in mind. Amid descriptions of garden paradises, lower Southwest subdividers pointedly addressed a target market with quite limited financial
means. These speculators were gambling on selling
cheap and in some ways undesirable building lots to
those who could barely afford them during a time of
iucreasing laboi discontent and unrest. Arguabh,
speculators did not really intend that their descriptions of a bucolic landscape, which mirrored the ads
of more planned subdivisions, be believed. They
acknowledged the probletns workingtnen faced,
even incorporating current events into the adverlisemcnls. Speculators wanted to make money: to
do .so, they had to communicate clearly witli those
from whom they intended to profit.

Scott depicted Cleaiview as more than ihe usual
"garden spoi " that subdi\iders commonly marketed
during this eni, but even he reveals his awareness of
tJie more praciical ct>ncerns of lot buyers. His highly
descriptive ads depicte<l the fair}'-tale garden paradise that was ('leaiAiew: "a picture of spring loveliness, majestic oaks, fresh budding fruit trees with
dainty peach-blow blossoms; babbling rills, crystal
springs and shady nt)t)ks, lt>ts di'ossed in sparkling
green buttoned with daisies and studded with violets." He evidently took pains over his compositions.
When this description reappeared in the Record a
few days later, the phrase "studded with \ iolets" had
been ahered to the more poetic "spangled with violets." Scott was notable as the onlv subdivider in the
entire metrt)ptilitan region to regularly t t)inpose
verse for his subdivision advertisements:

'"' lnfomiaiion troines from real estateadvertisemenis in lhe/¥f.
For Dclauiuv Clnnim subdivisions acljaocnl lo Philadelphia, sec Gaiv
liiiviiicii. "Siitjnrhaiii/aiidii In (lieaifr Philadelphia. 1880-19,41,"
fiiunuil of lli.\li'mnl (¡enffaphy 1 1, no, a (11)85); '7-l~95' '••*'' Philad(l[>hia 'iiibiiihiv In New Jersey, see Ann Marie T. f^nimaioia. Paih"mrnt\ in llir<<tmlm: Thr Suhurlmniintiim ofSmtlhcni .Wni-ftrsty, Atijarntl
Iti ¡hr Cit'i 0/ Phihidel[>hiu. iyf>if lo thv ñr.scnl (Maíiison, NJ: Faii
Dickinsiin Universil)' Press, atxii ).

Clear-View! Clear-View!
Fresh as a daisy; sparkling and new;
Loved by the many, passed by the few;
The homo of the happy, the good, and the tme.
Sing à Song of Cle;ir-View, that pretty countric towne;
A handsomer or better one has never yet been found.
hs pe<iple are so pleasant, and so happy thai they sing;
The liomes that we love so much here are suited for a
King.
For readers who might not have gotten the message ihat Cleanit'w was more than just the typital
garden spt>t, Scotl asserted that(^leamev\'wasa "bit
of paratiise clipped off and diopped near Paschal
Station, twentv'-seventh \vard," cotnicallycombining
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a vision of paradise with prosaic political designations. Prospective home builders, though, had prosaic concerns; combining both ideas reminded
readers once again that Clearview was not just a vision but would be an actual neighbor hood. The fact
that such la\ish benefits could be obtained, "yet the
[horribly polluted] Schuylkill is in sight," was what
transfonrted an ideal paradise into a Philadelphia
suburb.
Scott's simple line drawing i)f "Charming ClearView" displayed his vision of theftiturecommunit}'
he wanted to create and at the same time revealed
the actual landscape that could be achieved widi
limited finances {fig. 6). This illustnuion, the first
lo appear in subdivision advertisements carried by
the Philadelphia Record, depicts several relatively substantial dwellings grouped aroimd the two traditional institutions of communit)', a church and a
school. The buildings are untidily grouped in a way
that would not occur in a planned subdivision, hinting at the haphazard evolution of the landscape that
would indeed take place. Yet, as the presence of
church and school suggest, Scott imderstood that
even prospective hoine builders on the most limited budgets expected to acquire a building lot and
dwelling within a context of neighborhood institutions. When families purchased a lot and built a
home, they also expected to go to church, to send
their children to school, and to have access to employment. When they purchased a building lot in
"Charming Clear-View," they would be purchasing
the opportunity to achieve these things as well.
The other Southwest subdividers made more
practical claims. They depicted land and home
ownership primarily as security against economic
troubles and as a better investment than .saving accounts; "In this day of Grasping Trusts and Grinding Monopolies it should be a most comforting
thought to the laboring man, and the man in moderate circumstances, that he can, at almost his own
terms and upon a long time, purchase from the
Cherbourg Park Real Estate Company." Such appeals addressed the same anxieties of contemporary workers that featured as front page news. The
Improved Mutual Land Association declared, "If
workingmen would devote their attention and small
savings toan enterprise like this ... they would soon
place themselves above the fear of labor agitations
or long strikes." On a weekly and sometimes a daily
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Fig. (i. Advertisement, Clear-View subdivision, lower
Soiiihwest Philadelphia. {Philadelphia Record, November 7. 1885.)
basis, current events became the stibject of building
lot advertisements and emphasized the precarious
nature of employment in tlie industrial economy.
Building lot advertisers worked hard to convince
families with "veiy small" or "very limited" savings
that they could indeed afford to purchase real estate. If their arguments were not convincing, the
installment payment plans offered by eveiy subilivider might have been decisive factors."
To a degree, subdi\ision advertisers accurately
portrayed the lower Southwest landscape as a "garden spot." The 1880 censtis recorded the agricultural landscape that existed just a few years before
speculators purcha.sed the first few farms for conversion. When the earliest subdivisions were marketed in the 1880s and i8gos this vicinity was still
largely rural. Eighteenth- and uiueteenth-cenluiy
Philadelphia histories suggest the beatity of the wildflowers, shnibs, and trees throughout the vicinity
and the richne.ss of the marsh environment; several
famous botanisLs, nui-seiymen. ancí ornitliologists
lived in the nortliern part of the preconsolidation
^' "In this day of Grasping TrusLs," Pfi. June a i , i8()o; "The
Advantages of Coopeiiilion." /'/Í, [une .4. i88(i. Foi details of financing arnmgeiiient-s. sec Krulikowski. "K\'I:RV MAN. WOMAN, ANL»

^" Advertisemen I. PR, May 8,1886, and liianv olhtT ;uis ihrough
ihe remiiinder of the yeai". With ;J,<K)<-I building lots, Clear-View was
of comparable size 10 a roipoiate-financed subdivision. The si/e of
this tiTict alone would siiggcsi thai, nithoui corporate financing, few
physical improvements would be undertaken.

CHiijj SHOULD OWN A LOT," in "'\Vorkinginan\ PiinuUsc.'" chap. .\.
AliTiosiail bnildei-sinid land spec ui;iluis in the Philadelphia region
offered payment plans foi' those purrhasinjr building K)is or houses.
No interest was added lo instalhnenl paymeiils lor lots, but tnosi
speailatoi"s offered a disi ount ti> cash piu cliasei"s, so. in effect, those
paying in insiailmenis did pay more than those pacing cash.
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lown.sliip. Farming was praclícally the only occupation in the area; after the Civil War several market
farmers provided flowers for the urban market. Feauiios more problematic for residential and commercial de\clopint'nt, though, were the adjacent
Tinicimi Marsh and the extensive network of creeks
ctisst rossing the vicinity, which had once been
made np of separate small islands. Clearview, as its
name implies, was located on the highest ground
iti the area and. although bounded by a creek, was
the only subdivisiou with no creeks actually running through tnany of the building lots. The entire vicinity south of Island Road, however, was the
lowest elevation in the city, roujrhly at sea level.
This ieature alone clearly marks these subdivisions
as a different type of subdivision entire!) from caro
fullv planned ones such as Overbrook Famis and
Chesiniii Hill, the latter of which was sited on the
highest land in the city. This i.s not an ÍIIÍ idental
|)oint. A late tç)4os study oí housing values in Philadelphia concluded that altitude above sea level
mort' than any other factor correlated to average
dwelling value in each zone of the city considered.'-'The absence of public transportation in Southwest Philadelphia is another key indication that
prospective home builders sacrificed to acquire a
iamily dwelling. The founding books of suburban
studies gent-rally use transportation techntilogy to
idcrUify chronological phases in suburban development, but such a chronology does not recognize
the type of suburban de\elopmfni thatficcurred in
lower Southwest Philadelphia. Southwest was se|>arated from the development just south of Market
Street in West Phüatielphia b) several miles of faiinland. There was no public transportation through
ihe vicinity until the mid-t8gos, when a railroad
company teactivated the discontinned Baltimore;,
Wilmington, and Philadelphia line that at midcentury had been laid throitgh lower Southwest
up through theboiough of West Philadelphia. Bt>lli
the dashed line on the CleaiTiew plan, marked
"Proposed Line of Rail Road Extension," and the
"C-Iear-View Station" depicted were figments of
Scott's imagination, never possibilities. The railroad
also appears in the "Charming Clear-View" advertisement (fig. (3), but Scott had some scruples because
he also included the existing Woodland Avenue
liorse cars, although the adverti seme tit does not iníliíatc ihal the line stopped abo\u one mile north
oí the lower Southwest subdivisions.

Hans Blumenfeld. "The Correlation between Value of Dwcl," Land Eronomii:i-2.^.ï\(i. .\ (Nov('nil>er 1948);
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Other oiiginal suniving ]>Ians for these lower
Southwest Philadelphia subdivisions did not even
bother to suggest the possibility of public transportation. When investors ran Sunday excursions to
tliese sites, they had to make arraugements foi' wagons from Woodland Avenue. Early neighborhood
residents would have to walk a long way over unpaved i"()nd> and muddy fields lo get to ttanspottation that ^vonld take them to Delaware Connty,
West Pliiladelphia, or across the Schuylkill River \.o
other areas of the city."'*
Subdivision plans were generally headed by a
name that gave an identity to each dis( rete trat t
laid out among otlier developing tracts and suiviving farms. Like Scott's Cleaiview, all the lower
Southwest subdivisions laid oui before U)oo were
given names that conjure up steteotypical suburban
associations-—Elmwood, Orchard Park, Cherbourg
Park. Boil Road Park, and (ieorge Laycock s Snfïblk
Park and Wesi Suffolk Park. All these tracts were
sited oti the highest ground atid were the most successful in teirns of total loi sales and hoine-hniltling
activities. By the t92os, tliese subdi\ision.s lepresented the center of the general neighborhood
known as "the Meadows." The later twelve sulidivisions laiti out between 1900 and World War I tepresented imdisguised gambling: low-lying mai"shy
tracts were subdivided after the speculation frenzy
had ruti its course. These were desigtiated simpl) as
tracts (e.g., the Lincoln l.and Company tract), appear to have been little advertised, and were the
least successful iu termsof lot sales. That they wt're
the location of some home-building activât)' (even
some small-scale speculative building) testifies to
the desire of families with piactically nti financial
means to own a dwelling set in a yard.
Despite the fact that these lower Southwest tracts
were separated by several miles of fairly rmiil land
from the more urbanized vicinity around Market
Street in the borough of West Philadelphia, surveyors were clearly instructed to carve as many lots
as possible out of the tracts. A few well-established
^ Jackson, Crabgtas.s Frontín: Fishniaii. IID Í}. fltopia.y, and
Stilgoc. Borderland. IdtrntiiVinH suburban v \n •
Í on "dovelof}iiiL-iiLs in ir.inspi »rialion [ctbiiolojryand SIIIKÍJVÍSÍOII planninj^" |>n>vides ilif toiKiptiiLiI lianifvvnik for llif rctt'iitlv issued Naliomd
Register Bulletin Dy D:nid t.. Ames and l.inda Flinl Mci^lt-llaiid. HisUtric ResidnUial Sulmrin: Guideline,', for Evaluation and Dtnumnüiiliim
for Ihr NaliiinalRegiilf) of HistiMf Places (Washington, Di'.: t ..S. Di-panmcnt of ttn" Interior, aooa). tlolores Hayden lias sufî^eslt-d
thai a "culiural landsca|K' approaih, siivs.sinf5 land use," pro\ides a
wider angle' lo iieUer undcrsuiud stibuilis ("Model Houses for ihe
^tilHons: 'flic Mikingof the American Suburban Landscape, lHiroiiiHK I, "working paper [Lincoln histiUiu-nf'[.and Pnlicx', CanibridgL-.
\h\, a(UH)], li. and BuiUiing Svlnnbia: (¡tren Fi&Uh and Vrlmn (imvth,
1820-2000 [New York: I'anttit-on,
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diagonal roads (like Island Road and Tinicum Avenue) were incoi-porated into the plans, but, as much
as possible, suiTeyors imposed the Philadelphia
street grid on the landscape. There were no cuning
and winding bywa)ï. In Clearview, for instance, the
three main streets were aligned with and given the
names of already existing streets in the northern
part of the ward, which were extended slowly southward. Ntimbered streets were also continued south
from Market Street. Ninety-sixth Street appears on
several tract plans, but Ninetieth Street was about as
far south as houses were built. Several tracts did not
line up with the approaching grid, so investors did
name, ratherthan ntimber, manystreets. Even John
Scott's poetic imagination seems to have failed him
here, for many streets in Clearview were given simple letter designations, such as "A," "B," and "C."
Subdividers sometimes named streets after the farm
families who had previously owned the tracts but
seem to have preferred memorializing themselves.
The grid made possible the typical Philadelphia
block of 40 lots, each measuring 25 by too feet—
usually referred to as a "cit^ lot"—as the standard.
Southwest subdivisions, however, were laid out between farms and a network of meandering creeks,
so irregularly shaped blocks and lots were almost
as ntnnerotis as those more carefully squared off.
Elmwood offered uniform 50-by-i 00-foot lots, the
largest standard lot size of any subdivision, but lots
measuring 100 by 100 feet or even 100 by 200 feet
were not imcommon in that tract. In the Improved
Mutual tract, almost half the lots measured 200 by
400 feet. Stich large lot sizes were a concession surveyors made to the topography in order to turn this
low-lying landscape into a marketable commodity.
By the late nineteenth centuiy. creators of planned
subdivisions carefully provided the tmiform lot sizes
that attracted a homogeneotis group of ptirchasers,
which is what the middle-class market seemed to vv-ant
by that time. Unifbmi lot sizes and relatively similar
housing stock simplified real estate appraisal. In
lower Southwest, topography prevented unifortn
lot sizes, which might have caused large-scale investors who targeted a market more concerned with
consistent real estate values to bypass this vicinity.
Lack of public transportation and topography
reduced the value of these building lots, so that
even the many relatively large lots sold for less than
"* Von Hoííman, "Weaving the Urban Fabric." 203, a 1 ^; Kevin
David Kane and Thomas L. Bell, "Suburb for a Labor Elite." OogmphkalRevietV]f„ no. 4 (July 1985): 3i9-:i4- ' " '""'^ iexibi)ok. The
Design of Ri'siilmtinlAreas (Cambridge. MA: Han'iird tJiiiversitv' Press,
U);i4), planner Thomas Adams emphasized lhe need lo lake into
account the desire of people of all socioeconomic levels to live
among a fairly homof^eneoiis set of neighbors.
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the average subdivision lot in other outlying Philadelphia wards. Building lots throtighoui the Philadelphia region sold within a remarkably limited
range of prices; according to ntunerotis advertisements in the late 188os, the typical price for a 25-by100-foot lot in oudying and newly developing Philadelphia wards marketed to "the workingman"
averaged about $200. Within any particular Southwest subdivision, however, topographical variations
and different lot sizes resulted in many difTei eiu lot
prices. When firet advertised, Cleaniew lots ranged
from $65 to $100. Larger, prominently located, or
comer lots could be two or three times more than the
cost of die least expensive lot. "Corner premiums"
were added to the comer lots in a ntmiber of the
subdivisions. In contrast vvitli planned subdivisions
created for exclusively residential pnrposes {with
accompanying leisure purstuts), corner lots here
added no benefits and could even be considered undesirable for residential purposes because of added
noise and loss of privacy. When Laycock priced
corner lots from $50 to $100 more than other lot-s
in Suffolk Park, he was well aware that potential
purchasers included those who intended to set up
retail establishments. When lower Southwest sui>
dividers accommodated the commercial needs ol"
some future residents, they created a flexible design for mixed use within these subdivisions, anotlier
signal of an tinplanned (i.e., not strictly residential)
stiburb." '
Restricting land use to residential pnrposes was
a common practice in planned subdivisions, btit
lower Southwest subdivisions banned only fairly ambiguotis "offensive" activities. The Improved Muttial
Association deeds defined "offensive" uses as "skindressing or bone-boiling establishment[sl, glue,
soap, candle, orstarchmanufactur[ies]" as well as
the "keepingof pigs or other animals of like offensive character." Perhaps tlie honieownei's in the Improved Mutual tract did observe the ban on the
keeping of pigs, but several adjacent pig farms operated until the 1960s. In spite of wamiiig that "no
offensive building or factories" were to be erected
in Clearview, Scott somewhat contradictorily listed
the presence of a "brass finishing works" as a
"benefit" of purchasing a Clearview building lot."*'
'•' Homer Ho)t. One Hundred Years of Land Vntue.s in Ctiirago
(Chicago: University' of Chicago Press, 1933), 427-30, 432-33.
''' Improved Mutual Association deeds to Owen Sherlin. 1897,
and to Henry Broadbent. 18H7 (bracketsin the original). Both deeds
were generously leiii by Regina Eichinger aud are in the author's
possession. "Clear-Vieu'," PR. Novemlx'r 10, 1888. The brass works
operated until lhe mid-it(2os, when it was considered aji oldt^learview landmark" ("Real Eslate Notes," CMmrimiM<:ssmgfr\hciTai'ter
CM] '¿, no. 3 [August
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C'learly. he (and these olher speculators) iindeistood that some of their potential market was going
to be involved in "offensive" occupations or at least
(lid not expect to be protected from impleasant
odors and noises.
Even were such restrictions enforced within individual subdl\'isions, these nineteen tracLs were
iiiinu-diatch adjacent to each otlier, so what was allowcfi in one subdivision wonld very likely affect
residents in another. Deed restrictions in the i88os
commonly forbade the .sale of alcohol in the late
188os, a period when Philadelphia temperance ad\<icates siicce.ssliilly restricted tlu- number of liquoi'
licenses granted each year. In Southwest, Gladwyu
advertisements stated that no "malt nor spiritous
liquoi^ nianufaclured or sold thereon."" This snbdivision, however, was not far from Tinicnm Avenue, where two taverns served local farmers and
soldici-s slaiiíincd at nearby Forl Mifflin. Banning
ia\ ems ii oin ( ila(lw)ii would not have created a temperance environment. These unplanned subdivisions lacked the clear boundaries and buffer zones
that allowed for effective enforcement of deed
restrictions.
Other types of restrictions typical in planned
subdivi.sions were not even mentioned here. No
Southwest subdivision restricted lot owners from
lurlher subdividing individual building lots. In tbe
KIniwood tract, with its fairly uniform 50-by-ioofoot lots, some families and small-scale building
speculators did subdivide lots and sell them. Many
more families purchased two or more lots, in some
cases portions of blocks, because they desired spacious yards and gardens, which maintained a rural
feeling throughout much ofthe local vicinity. Some
purchasers acqtiired multiple lots because they intended to establisb businesses. For example, tbe
owners ofthe Camac Brickyard purchased two full
blocks of lots in the Improved Mutual tract on the
soulhern periphery'in the 1890s. Many lots never
sold or n-mained unused by absentee ownei^; neighborhood residents frequently planted gardens on
these lots, taking advantage of hapliazard development to use the land in ways that best suited their
own needs. As restrictions and subdivision plan information implied, each individual building lot existed witliin a piiysical context that could enhance
or reduce the lot's financial value and the worth of
the future dwelling that would be built on it.^^ Pos^ "Gladwyii." PR, September 24, 1887.
^^ Sanborn maps. i()27and 1951. Numerous multiple lot purchases arc recorded in property transfers, indicated on maps, and
rcralled in oral intemcws with former resident.s.

sibly even the minimal deed resiri( (ions indicated
by lower Southwest spt-culalots gave future honu?
builders some assurance that their sacrifice to acquire family homes was not a i oinplete gamble.
In planni^d subdivisions, physical improvements
such as paved streets and sidewalks, sewer systems,
and utiliiy lines to light and heat hiuises were some
ofthe most immediate and visible benefits families
paid for when they purchased a lot. Improvements
required large-scale investmeiu. The peculiai topograph)' of lower Southwest Philadelphia made
such improvemeuts as installing sewers and stormwater drainaÊ;e difficult and expensive, perliaps another reason why corpoiate developed who did
intend to implement modern improvements bypassed this vicinity. In Southwest (and other outlying Philadelphia subdivisions for a similar inai ket)
spectilators advertised complicated .schemes for
using lot salr profits (o fund improvements. They
sounded dodgy and olten were. In the matter of
improvemertts, subdividers dropped the talk of
"flower garden lots" and emphasi/<'d that Southwest lots were in fact "city lots" and city hall would
take care of iuture residents, tacitly admitting they
had no intention themselves of implementing
such improvements.
The most basic physical improvements signaling the transfomiation of an agri< iiltural laiidst ape
to a residential one were the grading and paving of
streets, basics that could not be taken for granted
during this land boom. Some associations in other
oudying wards ofthe city openly invited prospective
purchasers to take a look at the unimproved site—
'^vhere the cows were gi"azing yesterday"—perhaps
understanding that their target market did not expect mtich. Some Southwest subdividers do seem to
have used at least some money fiom earlv lot sales
to fund basit improvements. Here, street grading
(rarely paving) seems to have begun one to two
years after the first lots were sold—tbits, as the
first houses were being constructed by these families who paid for lots on installment plans. In the
summei of 1886. Cleamew announced "40 men
and teams doing street improvements . .. sidewalks, curbing and paving and building in active
progress." Sc ott did install some boardwalks for a
block on BuL'.t Avcntie (the main sU'eet in his Clearview subdivision and the site of some small shops),
but local improvement ¡tssociation rnembei's finally
paid for and laid sidewalks and curbs themselves. As
late as spring 1890, Cherbourg Park realtors noted
that some of their lots fronted on Island Roa<i.
"which is. now being nuuadami/ed" by ihe city.
This ad implied that paving Island Road, the maji)r
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thoroughfare through the vicinity, was the cit}''s firet
.step to paving tlie dirt roads in Cherbourg Park, but
city hall was not going to pave roads in subdivisions
with few residents on the southwest margins of the
cit)'.^-'
When subdividers in Southwest did implement
improvements, they were far from comparable to
improvements undertaken by corporate developers. The Pennsylvania Railroad installed electric
streetlights throughout its large tracts, but Scott
boasted of in.stalUng "ten new ga.s-lamps" to light
the 3,o(X} Clearview lots. After four years of lots sales,
"c'vtEW's

TWO YEARS SUMMARY OF PROC.RE.SS!!"

unimpressively included "regular mail delivery." He
discarded poetiy for politics when he repeatedly reminded potential home builders that "Clear-View's
in Phila. And this Rich city, like a rich father, has to
spend money on his child." Even Scott obviously
intended to let city hall finance most improvements. Locations within mtmicipal boundaries did
not mean that city hall would or even could fimd
impi ovements in every developing ward, so the less
populated outlying districts lagged far behind the
rest ofthe city in utility connections.*'*
Two items in Clearview's list of progress reflect
Scott's community-building vision. One was the
planting of 2,000 trees. Although in some ads Scott
admitted to planting only half that number, former residents interviewed all described a central
"forested" park area surrounded by several blocks
planted with trees that in the summer formed a
canopy overhead. Untistially for an tniplanned
subdivision and unique among Southwest Philadelphia subdivisions, Scott's subdivision plan reserved two blocks in his tract for a neigliborhood
park. In the late 1880s, when the first residents
wanted to erect a Methodist church, Scott allowed
them to u.se a portion ofthe park for that purpose.
True, he quickly adveitised "a church coming soon"
(a church that residents paid for and built themselves) to his updated progi'ess list of improvements.
However, he u\úy seems to have been, within the
scope of his own limited capital, conscious of creating "the Town of Clear-View," as noted at the top of
his subdivision plan. No other Soutliwest speculator
advertised parks and trees.
^ "Clear-View," P/f.June 12, i8K(i: "Westward the Star ollinipiif Tkikes Its Course," PR, May 24, i8c)(>. The Ri'corda\so reported
thai Island Road was then being macadamized: "tlommon Council."
m , March 28. 1890.3.
'*''"Keep Your [Eye] on Cherbourg Park," PR, October 19,
1889; "Clear-View." PH, September 18. 1886, July 23. 1887, and
November 10, 1888.

The most visible si^^n of the improving landscape here was house-building activity, which lagged
far behind the number of lots sold. After ihree years
of lot sales, Scott had sold about 8(.HÍ CJearview lots,
but only about ibny fiunilies were living in the new
subdivision. Elmwood had begun advertising lot
sales in No\ember 1885 and the following summer boasted in bold typeface, "See what a large
settlement there is already there. Over 20 houses
built, more going up this week." After another year
of lot sales, tliis association boasted of" "40 houses
erected or in course of erection." At that time, the
association claimed to have sold more than 800 lots.
The other ten lower Southwest tracts subdivided
before 1900 indicated similar house-building rates.
The discrepancy between the number of lots
sold and the number of dwellings constructed is
due to several factors. As indicated by property
transfers. Sanborn maps, and interviews with former residents, many families (and some businesses)
purchased more than one lot. According to advertisements for similar subdivisions in otlier outlying
wards and in New Jersey, multiple lot purchases
were common. Even more important was very' smallscale speculation in building lots. More accurately,
house building did not lag behind lot sales—land
speculation at the level of one or two building lots
exceeded purchases of lots by future home builders,
a much more limited market
Lot spectilation cotild be and often was profitable in the 1880s and 1890s. Larger corner lots
designed for commercial establishments seem to
have been especially prized for this leví^l of speculation. Real estate transfers recorded in the Phila(MphiafíífíTrf/indicatethat many first lot pinchaseis*
did indeed resell their lots at a profit within just a
few years. Scott offered the larger Clearview lots
(25 by 127.6 feet) for $100 in the mid-i88os; in
the early 1890s resellers averaged between $300
and $400 for a lot of this size. Several factors cushioned the risk of short-term, small-scale speculation: lots could be paid ïov through installment
payments to which no interest was attached, and
original lot purchasers were shielded from taxes
for a period of time. The Elmwood Land Company, for instance, paid all taxes for 1885 and 1886
for those who paid oft" lots. The Cherboiug Realty

" "Etmwood, a7th Ward." PR,]\\\y 17, 1886: "Elmwood!"
PR. May 21, 1887; "For Business and Pleasure; Fiee Excursion" PR, May 21, 1888; "Elmwood Station," PR, September 7,
1889.
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( Company pix)mised to pay purchasers' taxes for five sion affected the profits to be made at even' level of
years."'"
speculation and were perhaps (he main reason why
he decided to "cut loose from the business" after inNot everyone purchasing lots as a small investvesting in building and land speculation for less
iiK'iit achieved a quick turnaround. Later in the
than a decade.'^'
u)2<)s, many undeveloped lots wete still being advertised for sale. In that decade, Clearview realtor
Home builders suffered the greatest harm as a
(leorge Gaul frequently advertised building I()ts in
result ot this period of intense lai^d speculation iit
the Clecinñexi) Messengei{\\^. 7). His ad\frtisemenLs the building lot level. Earlier subdivisions slowlv
contrast greatly with building lots ads from the
filled in, so that more developed residential and
1880s and 1890s. Gaul makes no claims for Clearcommercial areas were typical of centrally located
view, preferring to emphasize the overall develoj)subdivisions.JusI surrounding this central area and
inent of the city. At various times, Gaul ottered 011
on the fringes, vacant lots inci eased the cost of
behalf of owners as many as 500 lots. If these ininstalling utilities. Between 1900 and World War I,
dividuals were indeed lot speculators, they did not
nine n)ore tracts were subdivided. As already noted,
accrue quick profits, but they could still ha\e made
these iu\estors seem to lia\e sold only a small porsome profit. Nonresident property owners often
tion of the lots in their tracts. Nonresidents and
did not pay taxes and forver\' small fines ever)' five absentee landowners who contituu'd lo hold hunyears or so could continue to own their ptoperty.
dreds of scaUered lots in grcai measure dcifiniined
Lot values reported by Gaul indicate substantial
the haphazard development patterns. Early home
increases in lot values over the four decades since
builders formed civic associations to luideriake the
subdivision had first begun iti thisvicitiity. ln 19^5,,
work of "developing" the subdi\isions themselves,
for instance, Gaul advertised one pair of lots meatrying to create a workable neighbothood despite
suring a total of -,() by 165 feet at the "quick sale"
the legacy of irresponsible specnlaiion.'^''
price of S 1,100. The wording of inan\' advertist;inents, though, suggests that sellers had first hoped
for even higher prices. Southwest Philadelphia did
"You can build a pretty vine-covered cottage":
enjoy a boom in the i9yos, but for a number of
(treating a 1 amily Home
reasons it could not compete with adjacent areas of
Delaware Countv or the developing northeast secHouse building was the most immediate result of
tion of the city.'-^
the late nineteenth-cenuny land boom and the most
Even during the height of the land boom of the
visible improvement that signaled the transforma1880s and 1890s, not everyone could profit. The
tion of the once predinninantly agricultural land¡>ace (il subdivision between 1885 and 1895 and
scape tí» a residential and commercial snburb. ,\lier
again from 1900 to 1909 exceeded the demand for
a slow start, as many early lot purchasers took af K anhousing and even speculation. Wiien Laycock abantage of one-vear installment plans to pay for their
doned his dream of becoming another John Jacob
lot(s), the Southwest sulxÜNnsions evolved steadily
.A.stoi and announced his retirement sale of remainfrom the 1880s to World War L Each subsequent
ing .Suffolk Park lots iu 1889, he peevishly noted
decade of building activitv roughly doubled the
that "building loi operations are in a measure overnumber of houses. Tiniiug of a family's arrival,
done." The effects of such a rapid pace of subdivi" "In ihis day of'Ci-aspin(i Tnisls," P/Í. June 21,1890. Unsold
lots were just as conimon in subdivisions tiiiffctetl for a mittdlc-cla.'iS
iiiiiikci. Sec Hoviiicn. ".Suburhani/alion in CirealtT Pliii;idilplii;i."
Micluit'l tlourct, Mudving Hamilliin. Ontario, Ibuiid iliai fiiotijfh
hlLildill^ Idis tame on the niai^ker there ibi' ilic population of"
14.oo(i pcfipk- plus an adrlitimuil 1 7,(HH> more. Sec Domei. "Spetiilaiiun and tlu' I'lnsiral tVvflopmcni ol Mid-Nincleenlti O n t u i v
11 am il I on," in Sliapinglhe Vrbon l.nriihrnpi': A.'iperts nj'lbf Ciuintliun
(.ily-lhiilfliun ¡'TÜIPSS. VU. (Ülbcrt A. Stellci- and .\lan F, .Ajiibisf
(Ottawa: Carlelon Universily Press, ic(8a),
" " R e a l F.staie Notes," CM a, no. 5 (OcLober i(|i;-,): 5 - 6 ;
(iaul advertisement. CM 2, no. 3 (August 19^5), back cover. Fortner lesidcius remember liuildinfi lots beinjj; distribuit'd as door
l»t i/cs at dames and local movie tlieatei^s in the 19;ios. Two former
residents staled thai their parents built houses in the Meadows
ailer winniiig lots in a dance contest.

üce: Building Lot.s ai Hall Valne.' / ' « . J u n e 1, i88t|.
This headline is misleading: t^aycockdid noi Leduce tot prices. He
was instead sngf;estinj> thai be bad always (.ffereii these lot.s at bargain prices
••' Neither tlie lack of services nor the ijuality of housing; stock
R sulied in detnolition—ihe problem u-.is unused and LIULS uniaxahle
land. Kiiilikowsi. "The Dirani alxitit Eastuick." in '"'W()rkinjiman\
Paradise." chaji-. 9. /Vs land eionomics writeis (Helen Monchow,
Htnner Hfiyl, Philip Cornick, and, most peitinenlly. dir<'cloi of ihe
Philadelphia (.ity Planning (Commission Kdnuind Baron) all suggested iti ihe i()i}os atid early 1940s, once land is sul>divid<d into
small lois, thf only wa\ lo cbange land use patterns is to reacquire
control of tbe land through eminent domain, Helen Moncliow,
SiTMi/y Yefifs olRfiltisUileSubdivision in ihf liisicm nj C'/i/rn^iJ (Evanston.
II.: N'oribwesterii University. 1939); Hoyi, Onelinmltvd
yamofljiml
Valuey. (kiniick, PremaluTv Subdivi.\Íon; Bacon, "Diagnosis and Stiggesied IVeatiiient."
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More than One Billion Dollars
Is Being Spent in Construction
In the City of Philadelphia
To appreciate rightly what this sum means, see it written
out in figures—$1,000,000,000.
This money is heing spent on new puhlic huildings, homes,
railroad stations, grain elevators, sewers, office huildings, bridges,
libraries, transit lines, industrial establishments, museums, harhor
improvements; Philadelphia is doing big things, great things, not
only for you, but for the generations that will come after you.

Believe in
Invest in

Philadelphia

You don't have to go to Florida, or New Jersey, to secure
investments. We have many opportunities right here in the
40th Ward of your own City that will make you a nice profit if
you buy now.

Special Sale List
7054 Saybrook Ave. ..$5800
64th & Glenmore Ave. $4250
1519 S. 50th St
$3000
6521 Gesner St
$5500

75th & Buist Ave
$4750
86th & Bartram Ave.. .$4000
77th & Brewster Ave..$3750
7816 Lyons Ave
$6000

GEORGE A. GAUL
Succe..or ÍO JOHN T. PEDLOW

Real Estate Broker

7028 Woodland Avenue
BUY A LOT, We Have Over 500 in This Section
Vacant Ground in This Section is Bound to Make You Money
S. s. Buist Ave., 100 ft. west 80th St., 50 x 1271/2 ftW. s. 77th St., 100 ft. N. Buist Ave., 50 x 100 ft.
S. s. Ave. E, 225 ft. W. 78th St., 50 x 100 ft.
N. E. Cor. 77th and Dicks Ave., 50 x 100 ft.
S. s. Guyer Ave., 125 ft. east 81st St., 75 x 110 ft.
N. s. Lyons Ave., 150 ft. W. 77th St., 25 x I27V2 ft.
S. s.Chelwynde Ave., 250 ft. W. 80th St., 50 x 195 ft.

Reliable and Courteous Service Since 1908
Fig. 7. Advertisement, Clearview and surrounding subdivisions. {Clemvieiv Messengn'i, no. 5
[October 1925], back cover.)

"Á Workingman 's Paradise '

motivations for moving to these subdivisions, family
liudgt'i, building skills of family members and
friends, building code enforcement, availability of
utilities, and cultural values and personal goals of
individual families all played a role in detennining
lhe type of dwelling each family could obtain. Southwest subdivisions plans and deed re.striction5 established only tilt' broadest outlines of the future
neighborhood, which allowed residents to fill in
the details.
Speculators had taigeted theii" modest market
accurately: household heads in these subdivisions
ranged from skilled tí) unskilled workeis and even
day laborers. Most families wlio purchased building lots and built a house depended on the industrial economy for their liveliliood. According to
manuscript censuses, many heads of household
worked in the higher-paying metals trades (shipbuilding and manufacturing locomotives, small
tools, and machine parts) and reiineries, which
included the region's largest employers, such as
Midvale Steel (where Frederick Winslo\v' Ta>lor
conducted his first efficiency studies), Baldwin
Locomotive, J. G. and Brill Company, Westinghouse, and the Penncoyd Iron Works. A significant
number worked in construction-related trades;
many of these men were self-employed. Other
neighborhííod residents were proprietors of small
neighborhood dry goods stores, groceries, bakeries, barbershops, beauty parlors, repair shops,
drugstores, and tailoring shops. Day laborei's. junkyard workers, street cleaners, ragmen, and lamplighters rented, paid mortgages on, and even owned
dwellings. *'
C^leamew and neighboring subdi\isions dvew
both native-born and immigrant families. Approximately half the residents were immigrants and
childien of immigrant parents. Until 1900, these
familie.s represented ethnic groups long familiar in
Philadelphia: Irish Protestants and Catholics, British,
and Cermans. Alter that year, many new arrivals to
the neighborhood represented more recent newcomet's to the city: Ru.ssian Jews, Italians, Catholic
Lithuanians, and Poles. World War I brought hundreds of temporary residents to Southwest Philadelphia to work in war industries but also saw the
influx uf southernei^s—both white and black—who
brought families and intended to stay. Residents
were conscious of the ethnic diversity of their neigh" Information on siilwlivision residents was obtained from the
1790-1930 census iiKuniscripL-i, property transfers rt-corderi in the
PR, city directories, ihe C','V/. the .Soutlmx'sl Chronicle, and oral iiiteiVH-wa wiLh former residents.
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borhoods. Many spoke different languages at home
(more than twenty- according to the 1920 census)
and adapted to American customs and holidays only
when the children broitght them home from school
and insuiicted tlieir parents in Aiueiican ways. Families from all groups lived scattered throughout the
subdivisions
Some racial and ethnic clustering was recorded
on censuses and recalled by former residents. For
instance, in both the 1920 and i9^îo ct-nsuses,
African Americans from the South heavily populated the last two subdivisions to open up; these
had been subdivided just befóte the wai begau and
so there had been little home-building activity when
they arrived in the last year of the war. African
American households headed by parent-s born in
northern states tended to be scattered thrtmghout
these subdivisions. In general, southerners, whether
white orblatk, seem to stand oui in the memories <if
oral interviewees; they also tended to setUt^ on the
peripheries of the residential subdivisions, nearsurviving fanns. creeks, and the Tiiarsh. Possiblv this location reflected their limited finances. However,
descendants of these families recount bringing pine
trees to plant and raising peanuts, so their location
on the souihern peripheiy of these developing
neighborhoods might have reflected their desire
to recreate in some measure ilie surrounding.s
they had left behind.
Families came to one of the Southwest subdivisions fora combination of reasons. One reason
often cited by former residents (some recalling their
parents' stories) was to follow a relocating employer.
In most cases, though, the decision to follow an
employer cannot by itself explain the decision to
purcha.se a lot and build a house in a Southwest
subdivision, as intei"views make clear. For instanc e,
many skilled men worked for Baldwin Locomotive
or J. G. Brill and Company. In the 1880s, Brill
moved Io a location in the u]3pcr section ol Ward 40,
and in the loUowing decade Baldwin, one of tlie
largest employers in the metropttUtan area, moved
to expanded facilities in Delaware Coimty. adjacent to Southwest Philadelphia. Many workers for
these two companies made the more obvious choice
and purt hased new speculati\ely built eight-ioom
brick row houses in one ol the nt w neighborhoods
developed around these indusirial facilities. The
comparatively small minority of these employees
who chose to purchase a Southwest subdivision lot
and then endure an inconvenient journey to work
presumably had a rotnbination of motivations
for relocating to this particular vicinity. More frequendy emphasized reasons for moving to Soutliwesi
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Philadelphia were to be close to relatives and to own
large yards (even to purchase several lots for extensive vegetable and flower gardens). According to
oral intemews and as borne out by census manuscripts, many families had extended networks of
relatives in these stibdivisions, a circumstance that
was practical as well as emotional. Additional reasons were the desire to have many windows and to
self-build dwellings. These motivations were shared
by families whose head of household continued to
work in Center City, which would have been a very
inconvenient jotimey to work. '
Most families who purchased lots in Southwest
subdivisions moved from more densely populated
row hotise neighborhoods typical of Philadelphia,
so a brief look at the housing stock in the city and
typical costs is helpful in establishing what many
residents who moved to Sotuhwest were tr)'ing to
achieve and what the landscape they created meant
to them. By the 1890s, speculative builders operating in wards adjacent to the built-up core were erecting thousands of row houses with six or seven rooms
and the newly popular front porch. Eight-room
houses, even in industrial districts like Tacony, were
not imcommon. Unlike architects concerned with
style and aesthetics. Philadelphia boosters and
híHising reformers praised the row house for its
functionahty. Indeed, it was the row house that
made Philadelphia a "City of Homes." For this
reason, an illustration of a row house block t\pical
of one of the lower nmgs of the speculative building
market was featured along yñúi photographs of
'" Richard Harris has caret'iilly Lraced the employinem of residents of the Toronto siiburhs he studied to detenniiie the motivations families had for moving to fringe iireas of the {ity. He found
that following an employer explained ihe derision of many hui nol
by any means all families ("Did the Farloi-v Lead the Way?" in í'"pUinned Subitrhs. chap, ;(). Many families self-built or contributet! to
building dwellings. Harris found tJiai working-tlass Toronto neighborhoods w(?rc chaiai teri/ed by a large number of below-standarri
dwellings, but this was not the case in lower Southwest Philadelphia. The census also indicatrs thai a signifitam numlx'r of
men were professionally employed in constriiction-relatrd trades
and wore thus capable of providing dwellings for iheir families
that equaled ihe quality of the speculative market. Also, it is utilikely that self-buildei^s who did hope to erect substandard dwellings
found lower Stntthwest Philadelphia sulxiivisions any more hospitable than many otJier areas of the cit>'. Beginning in the i8_r,os,
the state required the ("ity of Philadelphia lo create building pemiit
procedures and to hire two (and later three) building inspectors.
Given tliP more than -,o,o(X) houses erected bftween the Oivil War
and World War I. it is unlikely that more than a small numher of
new dwellings erected a n w h e r e in the city were physically inspected. This assumption is supported by the lyog formation of
the Philadelphia Housing Commission, which wrote and successfully won the enactment of the t()t3 Philadelphia Housing
C;odc. Kven thereafter, the Housing Commission had to hire its
own inspectors to track compliance, btit the inspectors larked
enforcement authoritv.
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much grander dwellings, famous hisiorical sites,
and monumental btiildings and indtistries in a
Philadelphia booster publication designed for the
(jolumbian Exhibition (fig. 8). This illustration
depicts several rows of tiniform blick row houses
set on a very narrow and treeless street. Yet, even
here, some families have substituted awnings for
the priv'acy and coolness of shade trees. These dwellings are not completely lacking in amenities: the
stieet is nanow, but the sidewalk is fairly wide and
provides some separation between street traffic and
the domestic environment. The private space of the
family is fnrtlier protected by the raised elevation, so
that basements have windows letting in liglit and air,
and families have some privac)- in their front rooms.
Helen Panish. a longtime worker with the Philadelphia Chapter of the Octavia Hill Association,
stated that even unskilled workingmen could ptu'chase new four- or even six-room brick row houses
with small rear vards in the fii^t veai"s of the twentieth centuiy.'
Row hotising, however, was by no means the
most inexpensive housing erected in North American cities. After the balloon frame was developed
for detached houses, fireproof row house construction could be more expensive per square foot than
detached dwellings, hnproved brick-making machinerv' reduced the price of bricks, but fire regulations often required time-cí>nsiuning labor to build
the required heavy masoniy parly walls, wliich could
offset declining brick prices. In the Philadelphia region, bricks remained expensive: Philadelphia brick
workers demonstrated with increasing frequency
and vigor in the late 1880s and 1890s, successfnlly
winning wage increases in return for accepting machineiy in the biickyards."''^ According to one writer
in the Sunday Press, most brick row houses constructed in Philadelphia in the late 1880s cost the
buyer between $'.i,oo<) and $6,o<.>o, but tlie great
majority of houses were priced from $2,000 to
Sj^,ooo. Among the least expensive speculatively
built row houses advertised in the late lHHos and
early 1890s in the Fifcorfl WAS a group of "Picturesque
Homes" in South Philadeljihia. Smaller than ihc standard six-or seven-room w^orkingman's dwelling, these
^** Helen Parrish, "One Million People in Small Houses—
Philadelphia." pi. () in '"The Housing Awakening" series, Siiweyd.
no, () (May i\ i()i 1). aat)-^8.
^'' (.hiistine Hunter, ¡-inmhea, Rim'hnuses, andRailmadFlats (Kew
York; Norton. 1999), 17'). 201; Michael ]. Doucet and John ('.,
W'eaver, "Material Culture and the North Amtrican House." /fjwrn<d of Amnirau His!<>ry^2. no. •] (December 1985): r^tm-H-}. Brick
prices, brickwud tension, and union protests constitiUed froiilpage news during this era, indicating the critical importance of
bricks to Pliiladelphians,
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Row OV TyPICAI, WOBKrNUMKN'a IIülMBH, Fiítilur Slroot, Iratnooii FifUi aii<l Sixth

, Flrat Wuni.

!i^. H. Row of typical workingmcn's houses, Fii-st Waid, Phihtdclphii, in ihe early i89()s. From Cieorgc E.
Vickers, Philadelphia: The Story of an American City (Philadelphia: Dunlap Printing.

two-story, five-room brick houses were priced at
$1,500. Even this price was beyond the means of
many families who desired to own a family dwelling. "'
Families who could not afford to purchase a
speculatively built row house outright had several
alternatives. Many families rented such dwellings
and never expected to own their own home. The
rt-nt-lo-ownï scheme was another alternative for families who wanted to risk leveraging a modest btidget
into ownership of a spectilatively built dwelling. Reformer Helen Parrish noted that many working
families rented speculatively built dwellings and
eventually purchased the dwelling they had been
renting. Parrish also observed that once many families owned their dwellings, they in turn rented it to
"Philadelphia Is Fast Growing." Sunday I'ress, April )).
I. Addison Burk. assistant editor of the Ij-dgfr. t;stimate<l thai the
majoritv of Philadelphia houses fell wiihiii a broader lange of
$i.ooo-$;5.ooo ("Building Societies," in 'I'heC.ily of IVüItulfl/jliiti us
It Apjn-nrs hi the Year sHt)4. ed, Frank H, Taylor and William B.
McManus ¡Philadelphia: Trades League, 181)4]. f^fj"''^?!-

anothei' family and moved up to a larger htmse for
which they began paying on anoilier rent-to-own
scheme, in effect trading up to obtain larger and
perhaps more favorablv located family dwellings,^'
The third alternative, repre.sented by Ihe Souihwest subdivisions, was available to families who p(;rhaps did not want to rent but did not have the
budget for a "spec"-built hotise or for those who
watited a dwelling in a ,significantl)' different physical context. John Scoti of Cleaniew ol'ten scoffed
"Can't afford it! Oh. yes you can! You can buy a lot
and btiild a pretty vine-covered cottage for a few
luindred dollars."' ~ The most commonly cited restriction on Southwest btiiiding lots coucorued ihe
mhiinium value of dwellings to be built. Scott's
Cleaniew subdivision plan slated that "no residence
costing less ihan $7(M) can be erected." although
the designation "residence" is somewhat grand for a
•" Panish, "One Million People in Small Houses," 236.
^^ Clear-View." PR. May 1. i88li.
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dwelling in that price range. The Improved Mutual
deeds stated tliat "no house erected on said premises shall cost less than six hundred doUai^s." " These
values represented less than half the cost ofthe least
expensive speculatively built row houses at this time.
Southwest subdivisions, like those in other outlying wards, offered families several ways to redtice
house-building costs and to spread them out over a
longer period of time. Families could benefit from
the two-step process of first purchasing a building
lot (or even several, as many did) and paying it off
on time if neces.saiyand then, as budgets permitted,
building or contracting for a house. All building
lot advertisements included information about installment payment plans, to which no interest was
added. Not all families availed themselves oí paying
on time, but the majoiit)'probably did. because sui>
dividers did not begin reporting on the "firet dwelling under construction" until abotit a year after
they first advertised lots. A few subdividers also advertised that they provided financing for house
building, but the details here are murky. All speculators seem to have discontinued their business associations after selling lots for a limited time period,
and few can be traced afterward. With the exception
of Scott, whose name appears in properly transfer
records tintil the late i8gos, the speculator* do not
seem to have been around to offer construction
financing after the first few years. Advertised terms
for house building might have been a ploy to encourage lot sales. In any case, details of construction financing and dwelling values are available
only from the years before 1900.
Whether or not these speculators actually did
offer financing for constniction. their own profits
in lot sales depended on accurately targeting their
market. This suggests that advertised examples of
house values accurately indicate the real budgets of
lot purchasers. If so, $1,000 was a typical house
value hi these subdivisions during the first ten years
or so of building activity. The variety evident from
photographs and the lengthy forty-five-year period
of active house building make an overall average or
an average at any other time difficult to determine.
Some families purchasing building lots in these subdivisions erected more expensive houses. In 1886,
the first full building season during which houses in
Clearview were erected, John Scott singled out a
$1,600 house as an example of what prospective
buyers could erect; hi subsequent advertisements
he singled out houses contracted for $2,000 and
Improved Mutual Association deeds to Owen Sherlin and
Henry BroadbenL
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$3,ooo "in Section 21." There would have been
little reason to exaggerate the cost of dwellings because prospective lot purchasers could view current construction on the frequent site exctirsions
and perhaps even meet other purchasers. These
values might not have been typical for this vicinity
but do indicate that some families had the means,
if they wished, to purchase a new speculatively built
row house.
Detached dwellings predominated in all Southwest subdivisions before World War I and thus seem
to prove the desire of many families to obtain a dwelling set in a relatively large yard. This was true for
the Bernatier family. Emil Bernauer came to the
United States iifter serving in the FrancoPrussian
War and found employment as a cabinetmaker for
J. G. Brill and Company. In the 1880s. B<'rnauer
and his family lived in a 1 ow house in the borough
of West Philadelphia, from which he could easily
have commuted to Brill's new location in the upper
part of Ward 40. In 1894, howevet, Bernauer paid
Scott $160 for two 25-by-ioo-foot Clearview lots.
Later that year. Bernauer, his wife, and his five
children moved into the new three-stor\' detachedframe house on Eightieth Street. As shown here
fifty-five years later (fig. 9), this substantial dwelling
(with a similar onejtist evident on the adjacent lot)
was still home to one of the Bernauer daughters
and her own family, who continued to enjoy the
spacious gaiden. The fencing was added in the late
1940s when the road was widened and repaved.
TlieBernaiiers could have chosen to remain in West
Philadelphia or to move to one of the new row
house or semidetached neighborhoods surrounding Brill's new location in the upper part of the
ward. Instead, they desired to live in a detached
house with a large garden. The Bematiers and other
families, after perhaps comparing their options,
chose to build a larger frame rather than a smaller
brick dwelling. '
After 1900. almost all dwelling.s were con.structed of brick, and the fii'stSanbom map (1927)
•" "Clcar-Vicw;' PR. March l. lHSy, and June 2;;, 1K88.
"*"' The I Si(.4 lot purchase was recorded in the ¡'H\ their West
Philadcljjhia address was Usted in Ckij>sill\ Philadelphia Business
Directory (Philadfljilna: (kipsili, 1 867-1 tjoy). *-^" '^'- ociiision of
the coiipk-'s golden wedding anniversaiy, their s ton'was recounted
in "Golden Wedding Anniversary." (.'A/2, no. 2 (July 1925): la.Thc
tirticle implies that Bernauer contributed to the building of the
hotise. btit he himself did nol state this explicitly. In the inierviews
I have condticted with former residents, they always cinphasi/e
the details of a family member's contributions to building a family house. In Apiil 1951. the Evening Bulletin photographed the
Bcrnauer hotise and garden when Eastwick wa.s featured as part of
the series "Greai Philadelphia Home Neighborhoods."
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Fifç. 9. Bemauer dwelling and yard. Eightieth Street and Chelwynde Avenue, Clearview .subdivision, built mid1S90S, ph(Hc) early 1950s. {Philadelphia Evnting¡htlletin, April 3, 1951, Temple University Libraiies, Urban .\rrhives,
Pliilaclelpbiii.)
characterizes the vicinity as a brick district. The
change of preferred building material might have
been dictated by increased enforcement of municipal building codes; perhaps increasing numbei^s of
building permit applications ¡n the vicinity brought
constiiiction activity to the attention of the three
building inspectors. Whatever the legal reason, the
use of bricks became more practically convenient
in the late 1890s, after the owners of the Camac
Brickyard purchased a group ofbuilding lots in the
southern jjortiijii ofthe Impioved Mutual subdivision. The owners hoped to profit from tlie steadily
increasing building activity in the vicinity. ^

Many families on tight budgets leveraged building and const!Tictit)n-rclated skills to obtain a laniily
dwelling at a cheaper cost than that available thiough
the speculative market. Bernauer was a carpenter
and (otild have cotitribiUed his professional skill to
the construction of his dwelling, but most iikcly he
contracted with a local builder or lumberyard for
his sizable dwelling. Early subdividers frequently
reported the number oi houses under contract in
their stibdivision, indicating that many families did
hire professionals lo build their dwellings. Other
iamilies self built or contributed skills to cieatinga
(Philadelphia: Ui omley. 1H92 ), vol. 11. Sec Ward 40 in Baist '.% Dftnil
l'rit/M-rty Atlases ofthe City iif Philadelphia. P<-nva.. 7 vols. ((Phiiad<:l-

' From 1854 to 1866, this neighborhood was part of Ward 2 4.
From iHfi6 to 1898. it was included in Ward 27. From tHgS to the
present, it has been included in Ward 40. See Ward 27 in George
Washingiiin Bnimlev, Atl<i\ of thi- City of Philadt-lphia,

phia?]; B.iist, 11100): and George Washington Bromti\ and Walter
Scott Broinlcj-,. \tlas nf the City of Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Bromley,
1910). San born map, 1927; "Re;il E.siate World," PR, December 26,
i8St), Febniai7 27, 1888, and March 4, iKi)o,
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home, substitiuing sweat equity for the cash they
did not have. Richard Harris has formulated the
concept of the "self-built threshold," the price
below which speculative builders would not profit
and so were not willing lo build. On the basis of his
case study of Toronto, Harris equated self-building
with the cheapest possible housing. This was also
true of some dwellings in lower Southwest Philadelphia (particularly those erected by white and
black sotuherners arriving during World War I),
but self-building in these subdivisions should not
be equated only with the bottom of the housing
market—at least in terms of quality of constniction. A high proportion of neighborhood residents
worked in building and related trades. If they built
or performed some ofthe skills to provide a family
house, their work would have been equal (and
perhaps even superior) to that found in spec-built
houses. They were also in a position to exchange
professional skills with coworkei's, friends, and family members who likewise worked in constiTictionrelated trades. Moreover, many adult men in other
occupatit)ns had some summer experience as teenagers working v\ith relatives and neighbors in building and related trades and thus acquired some
professional experience, which they were later able
to put to use.^'
Southwest subdivisions opened up at a time
when some house-building tasks were becoming
more simplified. Some former residents recall that
their families originally moved to this area of the
city because family members had a dream not just
of home ownership but of actually building or contributing to the creation of the family home. Michael
Doucet and John Weaver characterize the period
from 1870 to 1900. which includes the first fifteen
years of house-building activity in lower Soutliwest
Philadelphia, as "the golden age of housing for
the common people." They describe professional
changes (the development of contracting) and the
simplification of many building tasks (v\ith prefabricated house components, tool improvements, wire
nails, and wire mesh lathe) that reduced the cost of
houses and simplified the task ofbuilding for professionals and self-builders alike. Later additions
and alterations were hobbies for many families,
and a few even built cabins and summer cottages as
family projects. Eor iu.stance, the Doppler family
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bnilt a summer cottage on the Chesapeake Bay over
thecoiuse of four summers while they lived in tents.
Family members even made and laid foundation
blocks themselves.
Most families who self-built undoubtedly did so
from necessity, and many of the self-btult houses
are examples of some ofthe more idiosyncratic h<msing stock of the neighborhood. Rtissian tinsmith
Franz Richard Goldhahn was an early lot purchaser
who built his own house, partly from necessity but,
according to family histories, also partly from desire. Gt)ldhahn and his wife settled in Kensington,
with convenient transportation to Onter Citv, where
he worked as a roofer. In 1886. C^oldhahn purchased
three 50-by-ioo-foot Elmwood subdivision lots
for $195. He built his two-and-a-half-story frame
house, and in 1887 daughter Josephine was the
first Goldhahn child born in the new house. In
faded and bluny family photographs from the
1950s, the house appears to be an unpainted and
unadorned tiarrovv box. (ioldhahn continued to
work in Center City but moved to Elmwood in order
to farm part-time. His house was built <)n one of the
outer streets in the Elmwood subdivision, adjacent
to the fields he rented. He subsequently built two
bungalows as wedding presents for children. '
Some dwellings, particularly before 1900, were
much smaller than the Bernauer and Goldhahn
dwellings and certainly cost less than the lowestpriced speculatively buili brick row houses. One
unpretentious dwelling that can be seen in towns
throughout the Delaware Valley was depicted in a
simple line drawing in the building lot advertisements of a Camden County, Newjersey, subdivision
targeted to the same market as the lower Southwest

'" Doucet and Weaver. "Material Cuhuie and the North American House," .r;6t. Several sttidies have examined sell-building in
tinplanned stibdivisions: Roger Simon, The ('.it\ Building PriM-e.vi:
Housing and Semites in Nein Milwaukee NH^ihinhoods, iHfio-tt^to.
rev. ed. (Philadeipbia: American Pbilosophical Society, K|9l>);
Oli\ier Zimz, The Cluni^ngFare of Inequality: Urbanization, Imlnstrial
Devehipmnit, rind ¡nunigrnnts in T)etroii. i8Ho-i<.)2n ((Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982): Andrew Wiese, "The i)lher Suburbanites: African American Stibttrbani/ation in the North before
ii^ryO," Journal of AmfriniJi Hi.slotyHr.,. xm. .\ (Manh 199(1): 1495—
1524, atid PUircs of Their (ht'v. Wiese found al least one woman who
had taken on the challenge of building a family home. Isabel
Doppler Foster and Nancy Doppler Melnick, tape-recorded oral
histoiT interview. October 27, 1999.
'•' Infurmation about (ioldhahn was obtained from the t88o
and 1900 manusciipi censtises, property transfers recorded in the
Pli, Gop.\iU\ Dirertoiy. issues of tfie (kddhahri I'rnnily Nniislffter, and a
tape-recorded oral hi.stoiy inteiview with Coldhalin's grandctaughter
' Richard Harri.s, "Self-Biiiiding in the Urb;in Hoii.sing Market."
Economir C^eo^phy6~.no. ¡ (Janiiap.' 1991). and U>tpl/ouii'dSidmjf>s; .•\lice Boyd Ryback, May 4, 2000. In 1927. when (Charles Lindbergh
visited Philadelphia, lu- landed in the (Kjldhahn potato field, now pan
Catherine Harley Mclvor. tape-recorded oral hi.stor)' i[iR'r\'Ícw.
ofthe Philadelphia International Aiipoii. In the 1971», (ioldhahn's
May 19, 2000. .Ml tape-recorded oral histoiy interviews for ihis projyoungest datighter, Emma, ivas finally evicted f iT)ni her fathei's house,
ect were conducted by tbe atitbor. and all transcripts are in the
which stood in the way of tJie proposed route for Intei^siate 95.
author's possession.
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hedges as defensi\e barriers. Spectilatlve building
activity thus represented varions levels of the housKVRAL ANI>
ing market.
West Berlin, 14 Miles from Phila.
In more centrally located areas of these stibdi\isiotis, speculative builders risked offering more
amenities. In the same period that the Elmwood
dwellings were constrticted, another speculative
hnilder ereí ted more spacious two-and-a-ball-stor)'
framedweUings in theClearviewsnbdivision (fig. 13).
Sizable porcbes and oiiginally greater setbacks from
tlie street wonld have offered families moie piiv.icy
than the group of Elmwood dwellings. The sidewalk
was a later addition to the neighborbood, added
when the road was widened and jjaved. This matching pair conid have been built to sell or to rent,
another real estate in\estment common tliroughoitt the c:ity. After several yeais of building activit)',
Jobn Scott advertised "21 fine bouses in C'View to
rent, $15 month."'^
Tbe semidetached house became more popular as brick became tbe primaiy constitu tion maFig. 10. Advertisement, economical house type, Berlin
Land Association, Camden County, NJ. {Philadelphia terial, perbaps to offset the increased cost of brick
¡ieami, February 2, 1888.)
compared to lumber. Alter 1910, semidetacbed
houses were constructed almost as fretjuently as
single dwellitigs. The .semidetached, or twin, was
siihflivisiotis. This dwelling was described as the
similar in plan to the typical row house but offered
most econotnical type oí bouse being erected in
several features not possible with the row house,
West Berlin; $500 was tbe price given (ñg. 10)."'"
such as more windows and larger yards: indeed,
Many similar frame dwellings were constmcted in
many families living in semidetached houses also
tower Soutbwest, some ot wbich still smvive (fig. 11).
purchased several lots, so in Sotuhwesl PbiladelTbis dwelling as originally constrticled was even
pbia the semidetached dwelling became cbaracj)Iainer than tbe one ieatured in tbe advertisement,
tetistic of tbe landscape most often associated witb
lirick veinions appear to bejnst as small as tbe fraine
planned stiburbs. In tbis regard, it is important to
model wben viewed from tbe street but acttially conempbasize, as Margaret Marsb bas already done,
tained six
tbat all btit the wealthiest Philadelpliians etiibraced
SiiT"vi\Tng houses and pbotograpbs document
I be activit)' of some modest speculative building tbe twin as a desirable suburban residence. Sucb
houses were built in O\erbrook Farms and eveti in
activiiy in tbe early yeats, as documented hy this
ibe more exclusive (Hiestnut Hills. Of concern for
gronp of humble detacbed dwellings that once
both small speculative builders and self-btiilding
stood in tbe soutbeni portion of tbe Elmwood tract
families, twins could be less expensive to (onstnict
(fig. 12). Uniform setbacks from tbe street, even
tban row he-uses: local buildiug codes did not respacing between dwellings, and the repetition of
quire heavy masonry paity walls to prevent fii es from
the house plan indicate that this was a speculative
spreading, and so they were often framed completely
hnildiiig venture. Elm\v'ood lots uniformly measin wood. At the same time, iliey provided a signifiured 50 by 100 feet, so here the practical builder
cantly larger yard than a row bouse, one that could
subdivided lots before erecting tbis group of unalso accommodate a drive and freestanding garage."'"
adorned dwellitigs, which were similar to the Beilin
Land Association's economical dwelling. Front
porches provided some privacy, but even before
•'' "Clear-Vieu-," PR. October aa, 1887.
the road was widened (as shov\ii in this 1950s photo'" Hunter, Rancfuts. R/nvlimt.'ie.s, and Raih'xulHfOs. «o; Marsh, Svhgiaph) the houses must have been very close to
uHxin Lives, ij.j, and '•Siibiiiimiii/ittiori ;iint [he Sí-ardi for ComTinicitm Avenue, not even separated from it by a
miinitj': Rcsictemiii] I>C(cnii-ali/;iiioii in l'hit,i(lflpliia. iHHo to i<)<w>,"
Pfiinsytvmiia flkliny.^^ (Apiil 1977): 107, RtigiTMillcraiid Jmej)hSir\sidewalk. At one point, families erected fences and
••"' "West Berlin,' PR, February 25, 1888.

("Tlic KmcigiiigSutiiiib: West t'lulacli-lpliia, iH-,()-iS8<i." Pmnsyhitimti Hixlaiy .\-] [April 1980]) bave ctociiniontcd cartit'r cxiimpirs of
aixliilecl-ciesigiiul semutciactud lioiiscs in Wcsi Phila(tclphia.
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Fig. 11. Lxaiuplc ur economical house, Cleamew subdivision. (Photo, Anne Krulikowski.)
A number of surviving semidetached dwellings
indicates that early examples in these subdi\isions
were some of the most "sophisticated" in terms oí
architectural style. Many are in, or at least approximate, popular stvles of the nineteenth centiirv', as in
the case of two pairs of surviving dwellings erected
on Buist Avenue, again in the Clearview subdivision.
Here, a two-and-a-half-stoiy frame dwelling was embellished with the rounded turrets of the immensely
popular Queen Anne style (fig. 14). These would
have been quite stylish when they were built in the
1890s, a decade during which numerous house advertisements described "quaint" and "picturesque"
houses, both common adjectives for this style. An
even larger and more costly pair of dwellings was
erected on the adjacent block (fig. 15). By the late
1880s and i8gos, the Second Empiie was nothing
new, but certainly this particular pair of dwellings
represents an awareness of high style in architecuire
and a level of cost significantly above the lower
reaches of the housing market. As also evident in
this photograph, the original or perhaps later owners of both twins purchased additional lots to create
large side yards. As seems to have been typical in this
neighborhood, these larger twins display porch
rooflines that give the illusion of a single detached
dwelling.

Semidetached hotises in lower Southwest subdivisions were built in a variety of sizes and displayed a corresponding variety of decorative ilctail
and style. Many were small and simple, containing
only six rooms (fig. \ 0). These twins closely resemble the economical dwelling advertised by tlie Berlin
Land Association. The continuous brick cotirses
across the front indicate that this pair was built as
one speculative tniit. Semidetached dwellings were
sometimes built at different times. Most frequently,
the second family added an identical house, but
families did not feel constrained to complete a twin
in the same style, as these surviving twins fiom the
C'herbourg Park subdivision demonstrate (fig. 17).
Alternatively, some families purchased lois next to
a semidetached house sitting on the property line
and chose to build a detached house sited in the
middle of the lot, apparently not bothered by the
blank wall of the neighboring house sitting on their
propert\^ line. The blank wall unpuncluated by windows miglit have been regarded as a benefit, providing more privacy.
Scott's simple line dra\ving depicting "Charming
Clear-View" reminded prospective iiome builders
that neighborhoods contained other types of buildings as well (fig. 6). Churches and schools, the two
otlier neighborhood social institutions included in
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lig. i;;. Row of spcculaiivclybuili houses, Elmwood subdivision, built ca. 1890, photo earl) 1950s. (Photo
ill aiiilior's possession.)
Scott's vision of the future Clearview, were soon
erected or provided by early residents. In the early
years oí development, the school chstrict svipplied
teachers, but paients rented former farmhouses to
serve as schools: without public transportation children could not get to existing schools. Clearview
Methodist Chin ch was the first of several erected by
Soiiihwest residents themselves when Scott agreed
to donate a section of the grove he had reserved hi
his subdi\ision (Hg. 18). This church was periodically expanded and embellished by neighborhood
residents, many of whom were not Methodist but
did pai ticipate in social acti\ities. Sur\'iving original windows display the carved names of residents
who contributed to the first structure. WTien early
residents formed the Clearview Improvement Association, they met in the chinch, which also fimctioned as a community center for llie neighborhood.
C(}mmercial establishments also figured in tliis evolving landscape. Most owners of corner stores, meal
markets, dr\' goods stores, phaniiacies, barbershops,
candy stores, tailor shops, and other small proprietor shops did not live above their stores, allhongh
owners often rented out the second fiooras one or
more apartmeuLs. Some buildings were erected to

function as small stores (fig. 19). Like many of
the most successful neighborhood proprietors,
the Dopplei family lived near and not above the
family grocery store.
World War I was a turning point for the Siiuthwest sulKÜvisions. Large gardens, undeveloped lots,
and surviving fanns imparted a semimral look to
some oi" the vicinity, but steady residential development erased the Hues between the individual subdivisions. Sometime in the 1910s, residents began
refening to (he general residential vicinity as "the
Meadows," ,uid the formation of tht; MeaiiowsCougregated Building and Loan likewise reflected
a broader neighborhood identity. At the same time,
however, tin* name "the Meado^vs" captured the
quality of their landscape that most families seemed
to have ])rizi'd: its relatively underdeveloped state
and the adjacent Tinicum Marsh. The creation of
the mammoth Hog Island Shipvard and railroad
line in lhe liust year of the war quickly altered the
nearby landscape and brought the \ii inity to the attention of other Philadrlphia residents for the finst
time. Th(? nearby shipyard aud paiiicipation in the
war effort increased awareness among residents
of their importance to the city's economy and to
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Fig. 13. Speculatively built houses, Buist Avenue, Clearview subdivision, buili 1890s. (Photo, Anne
Krulikowski.)

Fig. 14. Queen Anne-style semidetached houses, Clearview subdivision, built 1890s. (Photo, Anne
Krulikowski.)

Workinginan 's Paradise

Fig. 15. Second Kmpirc-siylc semidetached houses, each with extra side )tird, Clearview subdivision, built
1890s. (Photo, Anne Krulikouski.)

Fig. If). Semidetached two-story houses. Improved Mutual subdi\isioii tract, buillca. 1890s. (Photo, Ainukrulikowski.)
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Fig. 17. Semidetached houses, Cherbourg Park subdivision, built ca. i8go. {Photo. Amie Kmiikowski.)
the national war effort. They entered the postwar
period witJi increased pride in their neighboihood
and the expectation of seeing continued development and improvement throughout the vicinity.
"No Better Place to Live": The Meadows after
World War I
The 1920.S brought another building boom to the
Philadelphia region. The Meadows did not experience the pace of building activity seen in adjacent
areas or several other outlying wards but did
experience the highest rate of population growth,
house building, and improvement to occur in this
\icinitywithin one decade. Reflecting the sentiments
of neighborhood residents, local realtor and booster
George Gaul suggested there was "NO BETTER PLACE
1 o LIVE" than Southwest Philadelphia. '
Realtors, builders, and otlier neighborhood gogetters also believed there was no better place to
speculate. In the two subdÍNÍsions to open up just
before the war, small-scale builders erected several block-long rows of six-room and more spacious
eight-room dwellings, both with enclosed front
^* "Home Week Celebraiion in Cleaniew," CM a. no.
1925): 3-4-

(Au-

porches (fig. 20). According lo insurance information from the 1940s (when this photograph was
taken), this rare block-long row of dwellings in
Boon Park each contained six rooms and an enclosed front porch.'*' Their raised elevation created
some privacy, enhanced by the trees planted by either the builder or purchaser. The trees piovided a
suburban context for this urban dwelling t)pe. Speculative building, though, was generally on a smaller
scale; shorter rows of six or eight dwellings were
more common, and groups of three dwellings were
even more frequently built. These relatively few
bl(ick-long and shorter row housing projects did
not significanLly impart a more url)an look to the
Meadows. The preferred house type continued to
be brick detached and semidetached houses, most
commonly with eight rooms and a front poich. A
few scattered bungalows also appeared.'•*
Neighborhood residents financed construction
or constaicted buildings themselves as eitliei" a main
source of income or a side business to enhance the
^ Maps and olher duniiiiciiLs tiCien rcfci to Boon I'lirk us
"BooiK* I'aik." Peiinsvlvaiiiau Danic! BoDiie was. olroiuiic.a inortwell-known cultural referent than ihceaily Swedish Boon tamily. for
whom Boon's Island and the Boon's Dam School were also named,
^^Saiihorn maps, 1927 and 1951; Philadelphia Contrihuloiship, policy no. ;í4i48, Historical Society of Pennsyl\-.inia. Philadelphia, 1944.
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CLEARVIEW UNITED METHODISTT CHURCH
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
1890 - 1990

Or. James R. Hallam — Pastor
Mr. Sam Getty — Organist/Director
ME Edward Green — Chairman. Administrative Board
Me Jamas Diam — Head Usher

Fig. 18. CIcai-view Methodist Church, built 1890. (Booklet ill author's possession.)
ecotumiic resources of the family. Qiiiie a few men
engiiged in a variet)' of real estate and Ijiiilding activities to beneñt their families, but oral intemew.s
with their children indicate that at least some of
these men als<) derived some enjoyment from the
business deals and their associated risks. The building pai-tnei-ship of Joseph Cermak and Emest Dean
wa.s so sticcessful for a time that one obseiver noted,
"Mr. Ormak and Mr. Dean are fast becoming realtoi"s of the neighbfirhood." /\s Marie Cermak recalls, "My father and Mr. Dean were going to set the
world on fire. So they started building. Two twins, a
row oí gai-ages and then three houses together. ...
They lost their pants during the Depression."'^''
Like the original lot speculators, these two
friends saw the possibilities of an active real estate
market. Dean, whose gi-andfather had been an original Cleaniewlotptn chaser, was the proprietor of a
•''''"Real Estate Noies." CAfa,no. 5 (October lgar,); 5-6; Marie
Ccnnak, lapc-retorcied oral histoiy interview, November 1. 199g.

27.5
heating, septic t:ink, and saniuiry plumbing btisiness. Cennak worked for the Iiuipee Company as a
seed salesman, but by the mid-i()2os hew^is placing
real estate advertisements in the Messenger and describing himself as a "Builder of Small Homes." In
1925, Cennak and Dean offered for saie eight twostory brick semidetached dwellings. Alexander ( '00k,
a neighboraiid self-employed paperhanger, papered
the sample hou.se. That same year, Clennak and
Dean also offered for sale a "'beantiftil store and
apartment house on 78th and Buist Avenue."
These enireprenem ial friends also rented garages
on Chelwynde Avenue for four dollars a month, a
popular neighborhood investment as more neighborhood families puidiased automobiles.
Many i esidents looked for ways to increase family security by expanding and modifying the family
dwelling. Stanley Agent arrived at Ellis Island in
1900 when he was about seventeen years old. Like a
number of n.-sidents, he first worked in the IVi 1 nsylvania coal mines before coming to Pliitadelphia,
where he and his famih' lived in a "shack" adjacent
to theTinicimi Marsh. By theearh' ]()2os, the^^enLs
lived in a bri( k semidetached liotise in tlie (-learview
subdivision, where Agent owned a meat market. To
accommodate his family of five sons, Agent expanded his six-room house to twelve rooms, which
was possible because of his very large yard on his
extra lot. A portion of their substantial brit k house
as it appeared in ihe 19.4.0s can be seen here as Mr.
and Mrs. Agent walked to church (fig. 21). The wide
cement sidewalk seems a little l)ar<-. but the brick
wall holds tlie shadow of one ()f the many curbside
trees this active man planted. Agent also invested
in rental propeitv. His son recalls, "He had ihree
homes that he rented. Dining the Depression he
could not bring himself to evict tenanLs when they
couldn't pay the rent, so he himself conld not meet
his own mortgage payments and lost the house."
Agent eventually reacquired his own hotise and continued to expand and convert parts of ii to other
economic uses: "Pop was always Imilding. He was a
very, very en(Tgetic man. You can see how he made
the store, then he added three apartments. Tlien after tJie store closed [nii(Í-u)4Os] that was converted
into aparunents. Then he built several garages behind the house to rent out."^^
During the 1920s prosperity boom, many neighborhood families purchased or built their own
homes for the first time. In 1925, the Messenger
Frank Ag< nt, tapf-retorderi (iral history intetview, November H, i()Ç)<). In 1(125. theediloiMif (lie r.'.'\ip!-aised"Mr. Agent'senlaigenieiUoriiLssiiop"in"iiiipn>vçineiit,"C/V/2,no. i (June 1925); iz.
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Fig. 19. George Doppler's market, Seventy-Eighth Street and Buist Avenue. Clearview subdivision, photo 1930s.
(Isabel Doppier Foster.)
noted that John Harley was "progressing wonderfully with his new home on Chelwynde Avenne
west of 75th Street. His sons and their friends deserve great credit for their assistance and overtime
in producing a dwelling which will pi ovide a beautiful and commodious home" (fig. 22). Harley,
who had lived for a time in the Improved Mntnal
snbdivision as a young boy, came back to the neighborhood with his wife and young family in 1913.
The Harleys rented a dwelling (lit by oil lamps) for
more than a decade. In the mid-iç)2os Harley purchased three lots behind lhe house in which his
mother lived (adwellingbuiltbyjohn's brother). By
that time, Harley's son was a professional bricklayer,
working for a neighborhood finn. John Jr. did the
brickwork, and his fiiends in the building trades
contribnted their skills. The Harleys had long
dreamed of a subiuban home but had to btidget
carefnlly. They placed their house in the center of
their three lots, but the brick dwelling with four
rooms on the first floor and five bedrooms on the
second floor was actually a semidetached structure
with no windows on one side. In this photogi-aph, it
appears to be a detached dwelling, bui the otlier
side was a solid brick wall. Like most hotises constructed after World War I, il had full indoor plumbing and was wired for electricity. It was not the
typical detached dwelling most commonly associated with suburban living, but for the Harleys, this

slighUy odd-looking house was their suburban dream
come tnie."'^^
During the 1920s, more than 800 families arrived in the neighborhood and purchased or btiilt
new houses. Many were immigrants who had arrived in the years hiimediately before the war or
were the children of immigrants who grew u¡} iu
the more congested neighborhoods of South Philadelphia. Michael Washlick and his family had lived
in a six-room brick row house on a narrow Soutii
Philadelphia street, where the front steps consiitutod their only outdo(ïr space (fig. 23). In the
1920s Washlick, his wife Helen, and their yonng
children moved to one of the Southwest subdivisions when they purchased a new semidelached
dwelling built of the yellow brick popular at that
time, as well as the adjacent lot. The Washlicks treasured their large back and side gardens, where they
took manyphotographs of tliemselves, emphasizing
the feature of their new dwelling they most valued
(fig.24).-''-'
Spacious lots and the underdeveloped landscape
attracted other young couples. Christopher and
Maiy Hilliard also moved from a South Philadelphia
^** "Real Estate Notes." CAÍ 2, no. 5 (Ociober 1925): 6; manuscript censuses for igoo, 1910, and igao; Mclvor, interview.
"^ .Ajina Wamock WTiite, tape-recorded oral hisiorv' interview.
May Ü2, siooo.
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Fig. 20. Exaniplfs of spcciilative-ly built houses, H^ooblockof Botanic Avenue. Boon Park, buili 1925, photo 1944.
(Historical Society oí Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Coniributorship, pf>Iiq no. 34148. 1944.)
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to the Adantic Refining Company (ARCO) in South
Philadelphia. The Penrose Fony Bridge over thf
Schuylkill River could not safely suppt>rt the load
of a bus. After walking across the bridge from the
Meadows, foot passengers were picked up by a bus
in Passyunk, South Philadelphia. Eventtially, Meadows residents cotild take a bus from their neighborhood to ttie bridge. Later, Christopher walked from
his house on Chelwynde Avenue down lo the rivoi
(about two miles), across the bridge, and then to
the ARCO refinery, about another three miles, and
back each day so that the Hilliard children could
afford trolley fares to attend a Catholic high school.
Like other parents, the Hilliards had to carefully allocate nickels and dimes and sacrifice their own
convenience to raise their children in the Meadows.

Fig. 21. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Agent and their detached
dwelling, (learview subdhisioii, built 1920s, photo 1940s.
(Dolores and Frank Agent.)
row house in the i g2os. Their daughter recalls, "My
sister Marguerite always told a stor\- about when she
first saw the Meadows. ... They got off the trolley at
Seventy-seventh Street and had to walk all the way
out to the house. My sister said that when they
walked along it was all open fields at that time,
with only a few houses along Seventy-seventh Street.
She said when they got off the trolley, itwas so beautiful to her, because all the cheiry tiees and the lilac
bushes along the road in the fields were in bloom.
She never forgot thatfilmstsight ofthe Meadows. She
talked about it the rest of her life."''**
Relocating to the Meadows meant that
Christopher had a time-consuming daily joumey
''" Nancy Hilliai-d Laird, tape-recorded oral histoiy iiitenicw.
May 10, 2000.

Families sometimes made do without other modern utilities as well. Wlien Jennie Harley married
paperhanger Alexander (Lex) Cook, Lex purchased
a lot and then had a brick honse attached to that
of Jennie's mother. The young cotiple had a veiy
limited budget, so the second floor was unheated.
[ennie, however, did want a new gas range. Lex finally paid the gas company to Install a main down
Dicks Avenue; neighbors reimbtused Cook for a
portion of his cost when they wanted to be hooked
up. Other neighborhood wives wrote letters tt> tlugas company for mains because they too wanted
gas appliances; in 1928, the gas company finally
installed mains under several streets. Neighbor
Alice Washlick Warnock remained in the Meadows to raise her o\v\\ daughter, Anna, but like many
young couples she and her liiisband began married
life in a small house without modem utilities, located in the sotithern area ofthe neighborhood. In
the late 1 g^os, she and her husband finally acquired
a new brick twin house with electricity and were able
to purchase a gas range, a significant family event
they documented with a photograph (fig. 25). Like
Lex and Jenny Cook, many families built new brick
semidetached houses with electrical outlets in the
inid-i c)2(3s. They had no electricity, however, and relied on gits lamps for several yeai-s. Such experiences
became part of their tinique family histoiy as well as
a bond shared by Meadows families.''
After World War I, almost all new houses were
built with running water in the kitchen and bathroom and indoor toilets. Some residents living in
houses btiilt earlier recall the lgaos or the
'*' Francis Cook, tape-recorded oral histor\' interview. Drrember 1, 1999, W'hcn the Philndflphia Trilnim: the city's leading black
newspaper, featured I'iimilies protesting' another wave of eviciion
and demolition in the early Í97OS, one family displayed many nil
lamps collected from neighbors when they convei ted lo clet tricity.
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Fig. 22. Harlt'V family d w e l l i n g , Clearview subdivision, biiili 111-5. ( P l i c i o . A n n e KruHkowski.)

(when labor costs and prices decreased) as the
time when toilets and upgraded bathrooms were
installed. Not all families acquiring indoor toilets
dt-rnolished their outhouses, though, which they
found convenient when working in the yard or having company. Mothers preferred husbands and
children to use outhouses rather than traik mud
through the house. Isabel Doppler Foster, whose
family had modem indoor plumbing, asserts that
her family "had one of ihe nicest outhouses around.
It was all plastered inside, a double seater. We used
it in many emergencies if a lot of pft>ple were in the
honse." The path from the house to outhouse wa.s
commonly concealed by grapevines and arbors.
Families placed chairs and benches in this space,
where they could enjoy the coolness and shade
created by the arbor during the summer heat, ln
many cases, the presence of outhouses in the yard
did not always indicate the absence of full modern
indoor plumbing.**^
A few pockets existed where residents had access
to fewer modei n conveniences. Nicholas Saunders,
*^ Foster, interview. Outhouses were fairly common in many
wards, Pliiladt'lphiadid nol rcquirt-indoor toilets in cver\ dwelling
until

the son of white southerners who arrived during
World War (, grew up on the southern pcripherj' of"
the ncighbc'rhood near the marsh. He bt'lievcs that
"in tlie ( enier part everyone liafl faciliiies. V\'c lived
on the otiter edge by the swamps; we had less than
those who lived up more toward Island Avenue."'''
l..ike the Saunders family, many others living in
the southern areas had arrived during World War I
and erected their own simple flwellings {fig. 26).
The owners of this ver)' small liouse valued their
family domestic .space and took care to separate private space from the public road, over which very few
peopie probably passed. The hedge was untrimmed
at the time this photograph was taken but had b<ren
well tended in the past, and its presence imparts a
more substiuitial appearance to the dwelling.
The Meadows was also the location of some very
unorthodox dwellings that wf)uld not be recognized
as adequate dwellings in planned subdivisions. Some
World War I workers lived in garages or hastily built
.shacks on the southern periphery near the niaiïih;
in the 1930s, a number of families evicted from
other areas of the city likewise constructed unusual
"^^Nicholaí Sauiidei's, tape-rocoidcd oral histoiy inieniew,
May ig, 2000.
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Fig. 23. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Washlick, the two eldest
Washlick children, and their South Philadelphia row
house in ihe lgaos. {Arnia Warnock Wliite.)

shelters. When William Farrell lost his job during
the Depression and could not pay his rent, he
moved his family back to the Meadows, where he
brought two railroad boxcars to a group of empty
lots and turned them into a family home. A few
years later, he purchased a neighborhood btnigalow. Most bungalows were actually "Hog Island
Bungalows." During World War I, the Emergency
Fleet Corporation built only a .small group of bungalows at Hog Island for the 30,000 workers at the
world's largest shipyard. Local families greatly overcrowded themselves to accommodate shipyard employees, many of whom lived in unheated garages
and hastily built shacks without nmning water, in
order to make the world safe for democracy. After
the war, the government sold the bungalows to purchasers who then moved them to Southwest siil>
division lots. A sun i\ ing group on Harley Avenue in
the Cherbourg Park subdivision was the only group
erected in the neighborhood (fig. 27). They were

Fig. 24. Michael Washlick and his new semidetached
dwelling, Clearview subdivision, ig2os. (Anna Warnock
Wiiite.)

constRicted on veiy narrow li)ts, but each has a backyard abotit the length of tJie house.**"*
Another family who had been evicted from a
rental apartment created an even more unusual
family dwelhng. In the early lggos, distiessed Municipal Relief Bureau workers "discovered a family
living in an abandoned circus wagon in the meadows of Greater Eastwick," but Mr. and Mrs. George
Green told reporters they had never been happier.
A friend had paid five dollars and Green came up
with the remaining niiu* dollars lo purchase the
wagon, which they moved to a lot they could rent
for an anntial fee of three dollars. As reported in the
local newspaper, Mr. Green transformed the wagon
into a family dwelling: "He covered the wagon with
CoUl¡Iahn Family Netii.sletterñ. no. i (March lijt).^), n.p.

, . „ , •—1
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Fig. 25. Alice Washlick Warnock, daughter Anna, and the faiiiily's new gas range, late 1930s.
(.\rina Wamock While.)

Fig. üti. Probably self-built dwelling, southem fringes of the Meadows neighborhood, buili
ig4os, photo early 1950s. (Photo in author's possession.)
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Fig. 27. Hog Island bungalows, Harley Avenue, Cherbourg Park subdivision, built oa. 1917-18. {Photo,
Anne Kiiilikowski.)

building paper, painted the side gray, cut three mndovvs and a door, put props tmder the wheels, covered the 'foundation' walls with tar paper and pieces
of board to keep away winds, built a porch witli three
steps up, and presto! Tliere was the home, all ready
for the family!" When relief workers insisted the
family find "proper" accommodations, an angry
Mrs. Green replied, "We have it nice here
We're
happy and I really feel good here." Cheap empty
lots, lack of code enforcement, and the help of
some neigh boni who supplied water and a few other
necessities freed the Greens from the pressing anxiety of accumulating debts.''"^
hi terms of both practical use and enjoyment,
former residents often speak of the landscape in
the same terms used by early lot speculators. The
fear of debt is a constant theme of oral inteniews
with former residents—even as children, interviewees had been aware that their parents did everything
possible to avoid debt, .^s the Green family found,
the semirural landscape and the opportunity to purchase more than one lot offered families the opportunity to engage in economic activities that would
not have been possible for most urbanités. In 1921,
the Saunders family moved to Lyons Avenue and
quickly acquired several adjacent lots: "We enclosed
it in and had a huge garden. ... We raised our owm
"Family Lives in Circus Bus: Easmirk Family Keeps Wolf from
Door with Novel Home," Stmthwesl OiroHJcfr, January 14, 1932.

rabbits and chickens. We had apple trees, cherry
trees, pear trees. We raised our own peanuts."*''"
Many families had large vegetable gardens and
tried raising chickens, rabbits, and turkeys, activities
that enhanced their diet. Sometimes these activities
had economic motivations, but some residents just
liked turning their hand to self-sufficieno. Isabel
Doppler Foster reciUls that her father liked experimenting: "We always had a vegetable gai'den. My
father made his own wine, just to tiy to do il. Then
he raised turkeys, which was a pretty hard thing to
do. We did get some eggs, and raised more. He had
bees and we'd get the hone\. Bui he seemed to always like to tiy new things. ,\Iways the smokehouse
going. We spent a lot of time in our yard and garden. We always had chickens, pigeons, a rabbit, a
stray diick. We always had cats and a couple of
dogs."*'^
These extensive outdoor activities occasionally
even prepared a few residents for future jobs. One
recalls that by playing in the grove planted by subdivider John Scott in the t88os he developed an
ability to tolerate heights: "Years ago, if you stood
in the street in front of this house and looked down
Dicks Avenue, tlie trees formed a canopy; it looked
like a tunnel all the way to Eighty-fourth Street. ...
This was a great playground for kids, giant trees all
Saundei^s, interview.
^' Foster, interview.

M W'orkingman's Paradise'

owv tlie place. AU we ever did wa.s climb trees. I
apjilied ¡"or a Job in the [Sun] shipyard during the
Second World War. I was a.ssigned to a steel erector, working with hot iron. The guy says 'Can yoti
climb?' I said "Man, I was born in a treel'"*'"
Whiie many families grew food to extend their
budgets, some residents lavished care on large
(lower gardens for the joy of it. Without prompting,
former residents cite with great detail the variety of
trees and wildfloweis that grew throughout the
Meadows, as well as the laige gardens Uu-yand their
nc'ighboi-s planted and tended. Numerous resideuLs
belonged to rose societies and other organized garden groups, competing in annual flower shows.
Nancy I Iilliard Laird s mother had wanted to move
to the Meadows mainly because the cramped lot of
her South Philadelphia row house offered no room
for gardening. She expended so much care and
eflbrt on her garden that many decades later her
daughter still recalls exactly what flowers her mother
planted: "hi ouj- side yard, my lnotlier had scarlet
sage planted right by [the front porch]. There were
four o'clocks. Tlien, toward the back, mv mi)ther had
[>hlox, peonies, a beautiful tea ro.sc bush by our bac k
porch. There was a big lilac bush. Then two big
flower mounds, one filled with portulaca and the
otiu r with petunias. We had a rose of Sharon tree
in the front."'*'•* Former residents remember which
neighboi-s trained wisteria to grow over trellises
and which neighbor shaped hedges to resemble
animals. Significantly, famih- gardens and the natural landscape of imdeveloped blocks and the adjacent Tinicum Marsh, rather than individual homes,
frame the reminiscences of former residents. As
noted earlier. Robert Fishman has argued that
a carefully laid out physical landscape commtinally crafted and shaped is the essential quality of
planned subdivisions, but although many Meadows
residents lovingly planted gardens ihey couldjust as
deeply appreciate wildflower meadows and the wild
Depending on urban industiy for work, these
families seem to have focused their free time mainly
on the subuiban and even seminiral landscape in
which their dwellings stood. They believed that they
enjoyed a special life that most "city" residents had
to do without. Echoing early building lot advertisements, former residents speak of enjoying "tlucounirv life" within the city: "My mother had relatives who lived in the city [i.e.. wards near to Center
'* ("ook, interview.
*" ' t^iird, intcrvipw.
'"Fishiii;iii, Bourgeois Utopias, 146.

City], and when they came to visit my mother, they
would say they were "coming to the countiy.' They
usually came for picnics." Whether outdoor activities were et onomicalh- necessary or enjoyable hol>bies, their "otudoor life" became part of whal residents considered their unique neighborhood and
family histoiies, activities they believed distingtiished
them from other Philadelphia residents—the "city"
residents.'^'
Many residents were proud of their houses and
gardens, and many were acti\ely involved in ihe
several ci\ic organizations pressing city hall tor
improved and tipgraded municipal services: pa\ed
roads, mod'irn grade schools, a fire station, better
sewage and wastewater disposal, electric street lights,
and proteciion from the railroad th;u ihinulered
through thr neighborhood. In the KJ^OS, several
U'allors undertook campaigns to publicize the vicinity and encourage lurther residential building.
At the same time, matiy neighborhood residents
were su ongly attached to this uni<]ue semiairal landscape and their family dwellings. Henry Eltz was a
longtime leader of one ( i\ic organization and an
active neighborhood booster; as a dentist he belonged to several businessmen's associations in
West Philadelphia and Center City and thus participated hi the urban world of Philadelphia. Yet, as
editor ol the improvement association's newslettei',
Eltz publicly chided one new resident who had
"spoiled" the street "by setting his house out on
the sidewalk" in "city" fashion. This particular
home builder had violated a generally accepted
suburban ncighborluxíd aesthetic by behaving like
a "city dweller."''"'
Families who had buili iheirciwn dwellings oi at
least contributed sweat equity to their construction
and maintenance and lavished immense care on
gardens fell a particulaily strong emotional connection to their homes. 1 his strong tie to the neighborhood landscape was expressed when residents
became aware Ihat the cit^' planned to demolish the
entire viciniiy. hi 1956, local resident Jennie Harley
Cook wiis honored in city hall as Philadelphia's
Mother of the Year. One year laier, her house and
neighborhood were declared to be a shun and were
condemned. In a letter that was printed by a sympathetic newspaper columnisi. Cook asked ihe Redevelopment Authorit), "Wlio is to say what is a fair
price for our home?" She did not believe that a government agency could assign a monetary value to
Cermak, mtemew.
Henry EILZ, "You Know Me, A]," C.I/a.no. 1 (June
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Fig. 28. Self-buill Cook dwelling, Cleaniew subdivision, built 1920s. (Photo, Anne Kmiikowski.)
the work of her beloved husband and close friends.
Jennie's house had been buiU by her husband's
friends with the money he had worked hard to set
aside, and they had ptirchased an additional lot for
a large garden {fig. 28). Cook elaborated on the
human emotions and memories intertwined with
the bricks of her home: "Our home is not for sale.
It is a home bought with the sweat and toil of a
devoted husband and fatlier, with years of planning and scrimping and sacriñce. ... You sit under
an oak tree and you see a little tow-head with a tiny
tree, the acorn still dangling on it, saying, "This will
be for you and Pop to sit under when we are all
grownup.' Pop can nolongersitunderit, but when
the city bulldozes it oiu of existence A part of me
will die with it."'^ Sweat equity reduced the financial investment of these families but generated a
correspondingly greater emotional investment in
family dwellings.
As Dolores Hayden has stiggested. "Ordinaiy
people are hopeful about their family and community life, and they struggle to supply what is lacking
in order to make places work."'^^ Land speculators
had subdivided farms into building lots, but neighborhood residents had to supply just about every'^ Jennie Harley Cook, primed in Morley Cassidy's cokiinn.
Philadelphia ¡nquiter. 1957, copy in author's possession.
^•* Hayden, "Mode! Houses for the Millions."

thing else to make these subdivisions work for them
and their families. They still had to build or make
arrangements to build a dwelling, figure out how
to get to work with no public transporU\tion in the
vicinit), find their way home over unpaved and unlit
streets, build churches, and in early years rent old
famihouses so their children could attend school.
They laid cement sidewalks themselves. They quickly
formed civic associations to lobby cit\^ hall for better
.sewage, flood protection, public schools, a tirehouse,
and other necessities of modern life. Over the decades families filled in the details of the bare-bones
subdivision plans and created a stibtirban neighborhood—a neighborhoixl they would unsuccessfully
defend from urban planners and politicians in the
late 1950s.
Today.Jennie (book's house and about fifty others still stand, but the old neighborhood is gone.
The almost 2,500 dwellings, stores, schools, and
nineteen churches that made up the Meadows
neighborhood were demolished as part of the Ea.stwick Urban Redevelopirtent Project Demolitiou
occurred in several stages in the i()6os and 1970s.
New modern housing units, strip shopping malls,
light industrial facilities, an extended wildlife preseive, and the expanded airj^ort and highway system
have replaced most of tlie former neighborhood.
Suniving houses from the old Meadows neighborhood are incongruously scattered amt>ng the newer
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Workingman 's Paradise

Fig, 29. An abandoned tum-of-the<entury house, Improved MutuîU subdivision, buUl ca. 1890s. (Photo,
Anne Krulikowski.)
townhouse developments. Former residents inhabit
some, but others became home to newer ani\';ils
after neighborhood families were evicted. Ahnost
one-half centuiy after the first wave of demoUtion,
Imndreds of fonner residents keep the neighborhood ahve through various retmion gatherings.

Periodically, a sur\iving dwelling in one of the tinredeveloped areas is abandoned and provides a
somewhat ghosdy reminder that the dreams of home
ownei^hi]) held by many nati\<'-boni and immignuit
working-class familit-s were made a reality for a time
in lower Sotithwest Philadelphia (fig. 29).

